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Within the framework of these studies of phytoplankton primary productivity in the
three types of Amazonian waters Lago do Castanho was chosen as an example of a "de-
canted" white-water. It best corresponds to the required theoretical and practical prerequi-
sites, i. e. that it as much as possible contains only white-water, has no streams emptying
into it, has year-round connection with the main tributary, and is close enough to Manaus
to be readily accessible by small boat on a reguÌar basis (see SCHMIDT 1912c). At the time
however, nothing was yet known about the limnology ol this lake. Not one of the várzea
lakes had been studied on a regular basis over a period of at least a year in regard to its ge-
neral limnological status and its nutrient metabolism.
The accuniulated scientific knowledge on the várzea lakes available to us at the onset
ol the present ir.rvestigation came primarily frorn the work of SIOLI ( 195 1, 1957), who
had described their common origin and their relationship to the surrounding landscape ac-
cording to the picture yielded by his work in the lower Amazon region, and from MAR-
LIER ( 1965, 1967 , and 1968), who had already written on tl-re particulars of the chemi-
cal-physical and biological conditions in Lago Redondo, a small vârzealake in the vicinity
of Manaus. Various data on the electrical conductivity, pH, and oxygen concentrations in
tlie waters ol lb.e vârzea region were also published by GESSNER (1960a, 1960b, and
196 I ). A lew lakes from the Tertiary shore region of the lower Rio Tapaj ôs were already
investigated at a relatively early date by BRAUN (1952) and, so, a comparison of these 1a-
kes with the lakes of the várzea was possible. The floodplain area of the great Amazonian
wl'rite-water rivers, particularly the Amazon River itself, is generally designated as the "vár-
zea" (SIOLI 1957). Considering the great significance which the lakes of the várzea in par-
ticular have in so many respects for the entire aquatic ecosystem and even more for the hu-
man population of this region because of their abundant fish (see also SIOLI 1968a and
FITTKAU 1970), these lakes and the ramifications of their limnology become increasing-
ly more interesting.
Extensive investigations by JUNK (.19'/0a, 1970b) on the ecology and propuction of
floating rneadows, which also included consideration of various várzea lakes iln the vicini-
ty of Manaus, represented the beginning of a more intensive study of the limnological pro-
blems of these waters.
2. Description of locale
Lago do Castanho is located approximately 50 km southwest from Manaus on the right
side of the Rio Solimões (Amazorr River). Its location is shown in figure 1. It belongs to
the group oflakes ofJanauacá and is connected year-round, as are all these lakes, to the
main river by a ca. 7 krn long and very tortuous canal, the Paraná de Janauacá. Only du-
ring extrerne low water is tl.re connection between the lake and the Paraná broken. The a-
real dimensions ol Lago do Castanho depend on the respective water levels in the lake at
different tirnes of the year and, therefore, vary considerably. The maximum values for lts
surlace area, attained at tin.res of average high-water levels, are estimated to be from 1.5 to
2.0 square kilometers. More exact figures are unfortunately not avaiiable due to a dearth
of suitabie rnaps and due to the lalie's very irregular shoreline. The depth of the lake, as in-
dicated previously, also depends on the water level of the river and, thus, on the seasonal
conditioçs. At low water Lago do Castar.rho is norrnally ahnost dry;only a shallow puddle
with a maxir¡urn depth of I m and a diameter of about 200-300 m remains. The maxi-
mum depth ol the lake reached in the course of a year is around i I 
- 
1 2 m, which corre-
sponds to the mean amplitude of the river's water 1evel.
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Fig. I : Geographical location of Lago do Castanho, ca. 50 km southwest of Manaus.
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The southern shore of the lake is formed by the so-called terra firme. which is never
flooded and which constitutes the major part of the Amazonian lowlands. In the region of
Lago do Castanho the edge of the terra firme is extremely irregular; it has deeply in-cut
bays and forms a series of islands and peninsulas. These formations have originated in part
fróm the activities of the Amazon itself, which twists and turns in the valley it has gouged
out over the centuries from the original broad plain, composed of the relatively soft ma-
terial of Tertiary deposits, and in so doing is able to wash against either the northern or
southern boundaries of its valley. It is also possible that the edge of the terra firme has also
acquired elements of its present form as a result of severe erosion action during the ice a-
ges when the Amazonian waters, due to the lower.water level of the world oceans, exhibi
ted a considerably steeper gradient ( see SIOLI 1967).
In its no¡thern region Lago do Castanho is separated f¡om the Paraná de Janauacá by a
relatively narrow and low dam composed of recent alluvial soil. The shores of the lake on
the ter¡a firme side are covered for the most part by a secondary forest. In a few places one
can find homes of native settlers, some with agricultural plantings and cleared pastures for
cattle. In other places on the terra firme shore one can only find brushwood (Capoeira).
The floodplain area in the vicinity of Lago do Castanho has no forest any rnore, just brush-
wood and in a few places cattle pastures. Except for the relatively small area around the
houses of the inhabitants, the shore proper of the terra firme side of Lago do Castanho is
covered by flooded forest (Igapó). To what extent the existing Igapó, however, has also
been changed in species composition and in its general structure from its original condition
by human incursions çan't be discussed here. An appreciable portion of the shore region is
taken over additionally during periods of high water level by floating meadows. Through
the work of JUNK (1910), we know that there are various types of floating meadows and
that their composition depends on where they are located. In Lago do Castanho the float-
ing meadows on the floodplain side consist for the most part of Paspalum repens. ln the
fìrst phase of rising water level Oryza perenn¡s also forms great stands on the floodplain si-
de. Echinochloa polystachia, ofæn found in várzea lakes together with P. repens, was ob-
sewed very seldom in Lago do Castanho (JLJNK 1970). In the deeply in-cut side arms of
the lake, Leersia hexandra together with Cyperus spec. was widely distributed, as has also
been described by JUNK for the olher vátzealakes. Also frequently encountered in vary-
ing abundance in Lago do Castanho's zones of floating grasses were Eichhornia crassipes,
Reussis rotundiþlìa, Pistia stratioides, Neptunia oleracea, Salvinia auriculata, and Azollø
spec. The following species found by JTINK in other lakes were also found he¡e as consti-
tuents of the floating meadows, but less frequentiy tl'ran those previously mentioned : 
"/¿¿s-
siaeø natans, Phylløntus fluitons, Cerntopteris spec. and Mørsilia spec.; the iatter species
were, however, still common, particularly along the edge of the floating meadows in the
lake's side arms. Victoria regia was absent in Lago do Castanho during the time of this in-
vestigation. More detailed information about the floating meadows of this a¡ea and data
on their faunal populations can be found in JUNK (1970).
The only genuine submerged plant found in Lago do Castanho, (Jtriculøria spec., some-
times developed very large stands. This was especially striking in the flooded Igapó region
and more snecifically in those places where the forest was somewhat less dense, but where
no other constituent of the floating meadows could grow any more. In contrast to the U-
tricularia that grew in full sunlight on the edge of the floating meadows, those Utricularia
individuais which grew iu areas of half-shadow remained lighter green and were not so over-
grown by epiphytic eLlgae. On the other hand, as shall be simply noted here in passing, flo-
wer formation was observed only on those individuals which were growing in full sunlight.
The sampling station and investigation site was located approximately in the center of
the main body of the lake over the deepest portion of its basin. All of the data, when not



















3. Chronologue of the study
The investigations began in August 1967 and continued through April 1970. The
rhythm of the procedures for collecting individual samples and conducting the various tests
and measurements was adjusted so that it conformed to the frequency of the primary pro-
duction determinations. Briefly outlined, then, the program of investigation was carried
out according to the following schedule: from August 196'7 Io December 1968 samples
were collected a¡d measurements made at monthly intervals in order to get a general idea
of the magnitude and the pattern of changes over the course of a year fo¡ the various fac-
tors.
In the succeeding segment of the study, investigations of shorter du¡ation and with shor-
ter intervals of time between them were conducted for those phases of the lake's seasonal
changes which had proven to be the most interesting and the most important (the period
when the water was just beginning to rise, the period of high water, and the period of low
water) in order to reach a bette¡ understanding of the dynamics involved in the changes
taking place in the lake. Since studies were being conducted simultaneously on other Ama-
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F\9. 2 : Climatological diagram for Manaus, according to REINKE (1962).
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4. Climate
According to the description by REINKE (1962), the region around Manaus, a flat land
lying only slightly above sea level, has a climate that belongs to the type called "Amwi" in
the classification according to KöPPEN. It is therefore a uniformly wãrm, damp, tropical
climate yttþ q rlqit dry period that normally falls in the months of August and Septêm-
ber. As REINKE has already observed, however, and as our own observations confirmed,
the duration and intensity of the dry period can vary somewhat, since some rain usually
does still fall during this time. In the course of the entire year the temperature fluctuates
only slightly around a reading of 28 0 C (see fig. 2).
Information on the actual va.lues for a few climatic factors for Manaus during the peri-
od of our investigation is provided in table I . Aporeciation is due to Father Bruno Hêrz-
berg. Director of the p¡.tação Metereológica de Manaus, who placed this data at our dispo-
sal. The data for rainfall included in this table are of particular interest because the amôunt
of rainfall is so closely tied to the water level of the river, as will be shown later. As one
can.see from the table, fluctuations in the amount of precipitation and the monthly distri-
bution of the precipitation in the three years were at tìmes^quite extraordinary. Onê exam-
ple of this are the conditions for the second half of 1968, which greatly exceed the normal
range of year-to-year fluctuations. In that year, the dry period was for all practical purpo-
ses nonexistent. This was not only true of the station at Manaus, but musf have alsó beln
the case for the vast area of Amaz onia, judging from the data for the similarly "abnormal"
water levels in this particular year; the latter data will be discussed in more detail in the
lollowing section.
The winds in the region of Manaus come mostly from the east and are an offshoot of
the trade winds. In general the wind velocities are relatively low, but can on occasion in-
c¡ease suddenly and severely. In such instances solitary squalls or single gusts are usually
involved, primarily in association with thunderstorms and ¡ain showers; they generaily de-
part again very quickly.
5. Water level regime
The water level is very dependent on the conditions of precipitation in the catchment
region of the Amazon. The irregular distribution of precipitation in that region ieads to
sharp fluctuations in the water level of the Amazon, whiCh in turn then exðrts a decided
influence on the seasonal changes that occur in its floodplain, the vârzea. In the area around
Manaus the average annual amplitude of the water level in the river lies somewhere be-
tween l0 and 11 m. In normal years the river rises from about the end of Octobe¡ or begin-
ning of November to about the middle of June and then falls again rather suddenly, in
other words, practically precluding any possibility of a long stagnation period. Brief inte¡-
ruptions of this continuous state of flux in the wate¡ level occur normally only at the on-
set of rising water level, usually in December.
During the year, the water level of Lago do Castanho fluctuates pretty much in the same
manner as the water level of the Rio Negro at Manaus. In a four-month long study with
daily water level readings in the lake, the relationship between the two could be studied in
some detail (fig. 3). Both water level curves, that for the Rio Negro at Manaus and that for






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































course, independent of the absolute values of the respective water level readings. At times
when there are sharp changes in the water level of thè river 
- 
it can rise or fall-as much as
20 cm per day in this region 
- 
only small changes in the water level of the lake are discer-
nible due to the length of time required for the water levels in the lakes of Janauacá to be
equalized with the water levels in the Solimões through the long and narrow Paraná de Ja-
nauacá.
. 
Conversely, othe¡ less pronounced diffe¡ences in the water level curves can originate
when the water level of the l¡kes is changed suddenly for a limited time, perhaps ihrough
greater local precipitation, and then equalization of the river's water level with'that of ihe
Iakes' by means of the Paraná which is here again somewhat slow in taking place. On the whole,
the correspondence of the water level curves for the lake and the river is very obvious and,
further, indicates as well that the water level of the Rio Negro at Manaus is primarily de-
termined byÌhe water level regime of the Solimões, or Amazon, and only tõ a iessei extent
by the Rio Negro itself. Both the location of Manaus on the lakelike bróad lower course
of the Rio Negro, very ciose to the junction of the Rio Negro with the Amazon, and the
much greater volume of flow of the Solimões (see also OLTMAN, et. al., 1964) would lead
one to suspect this already. However, a final and more detailed clarification olthis pro-
blem must, of course, remain until another time for special study.
In the next illustration (fig 
 ) the water level readings for the Rio Negro at Manaus are
given for the entire time of the investigation. The data were furnished by the harbor office
of Manaus, and we are most grateful fo¡ their cooperation. As the data from over a iong
period of time (OLTMAN, et. ai., 1964) and the monthly means of the last ten years
(SCHMIDT 1972a) show, the high-water readings during the investigation period were ve-
ry close to the corresponding averages for the time of occurrence and absolute height of
the water and can, therefore, be characterized as "norrnal". The minimum wate¡ level in
1968, however, was about 5 m above the "normal" conditions observed for 1967 and
1969.That means, naturally, that in Lago do Castanho the minimum water level in 1968
also remained about 5 m above "normal". Later discussions rvill deal with the limnoiogi-
cal consequences of this situation.
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26 { Fig. 4 : Water level values for the Rio Negro (solid line) and the monthly totals of
precipitation (columns) for Manaus for the duration of the investigations.
Monthly sums for precipitation for the same time period and the values for Manaus
were also noted in the diagram in addition to the water level data. The diagrarn conveys
on the one hand the local precipitation at Manaus and on the other the precipitation óon-
ditions in a larger catchment area quite far above the region around the city which are in-
tegrated by the river. How vast this catchment area is Çannot be estimated here. The size
of the Amazon, its low gradient, and its current indicate that wide areas of its total drai
nage region above the level of Manaus influence the river-gange at Manaus. If one then
compares the water level lines and the precipitation columns, a surprising agreement is in
many cases immediately noticeable (see also ANON. 1972a) despite the fact that it invol-
ves onlhe one hand daily values and on the other, monthly totals. Both configuratioirs
show, however, a phase difference of about four weeks, with the values for precipitation











April Moy Jrne July August
Fig. 3 Conrparison between the Rio Negro's level at Manaus (solid line) and that of
Lago do Castanho (broken line) over a period of four months. The absolute
heights of the curves lor the water levels have been shifted slightly so that both
curves would stand out clearlv.
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a few weeks. In the second half of 1968, following the great rainfall in September, which
amounted to over 200 mm, the October wate¡ level curve became perceptìbly smoother.
' It dropped in November again sharply afler a rainfall in October of 37.5 mm, which is in
the normal range for this season; however, heavier rains commenced again in November,
which led to a small intèrmediate maximum in the water level readings for December. A
temporal time lag of about lour weeks could always be observed, as mentioned above. Si-
milar parallels in the particulars can be determined in nearly all instances. From this situa-
tion, it seems justifiable to conclude that the pattern of precipitation in Manaus is at least
t_Vlical for the city's immediate surroundings, hence for èxample, for the region surroun-
ding Lago do Castanho. At present we have insufficient knowlèdge to determine the ex-
tent to which the extreme values for Manaus may be attributed to possibie influences of a
"city climate"; further study is necessary to determine this preciseþ.
6. METHODS
, 
The water samples were obtained with a Van Dorn sampler made of rubber and Plexi-
gÍass and were tested either in situ or in the Laboratory of Lirnnology at the Instituto Na-
cional de Pesquisas da Amazònia in:Manaus, in the latier case the sañpies being fixed at
the_ time they were taken, if the necessities of the situation demandecl it. Specifically, the
following methods were utilized:
6"1. Temperature: direct measurement by means of a thermometer built into the water
sampler¿nd calibrated to 0.1 uC;in conjunction with the electrometric oxygen measure-
rtrents, the temperature was measured by a thermistor element and Wheatsio'ne bridge,
rcad with a precision ol exactly 0. I oC.(\.2. Transparency: while Secchi disc with a diameter of about 30 cm.
6 3. Eleclrical Conductivity and'pH r determined directly on the lake with a fielcl instru-
ment from the wTW lirrn (LF 54 and pH 54); in the laboratory the pH was determined
with the WTW instrument pH 390- The electrode lor the conductiviiy was made of glass
with a polished platinum surface, i.e. wjth rro platinum black, and thê electrode lorlhe
pH values was a probe adjusted for electrolyte-poor water.
6.4. Oxygen: titrated by the well-kr.rownlVinklermethod until about the midclle of lc)6(.)
and thereafter measured electrometrically according to GRASSHOFF (1962). The two
methods were shown to be in agreement;however, the electrometric method onlv achie-
vetl a precision ot+ ca 0.2s m;/t. tess rhan that oiih;.";;;;i;;;ri,i;;;il;; ,ì.ínäìr.'
wh ich achieves a precision of better than I 0. I mg 02 /1. Because ol the tinte savecl with
the electrometric methods,.however, it was finally given prelerence, since the precision it
aohieved was cohsidëred tolerable within the bounds olthis general investigatiãn.ó,5 F¡ee carbon'Dioxide: titrated according to HÄSSELBn"nru ( 1965) rittr o.os H,l
NaHCO3 and potentiomerric endpoinr contrãl (pH S.35).
6.6 Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD): titrated with KMnO4 (accorcling to rhc Deut-
sche Einheitsyerfah¡en I 960).,
. Ihe determinations lor alkalinity, color, turbidity, suspended solicls content. calciulr.
r¡agnesium,,sodium, potassium, iron,'nitrite,,rritrate, Kjeldahl-nitrogen, phosphate, total-
phosphorus, dissoived silicate, and ehloride were,carried out according to the known titra-
tion, photometric, and grpvimetric methods, whlch were already referred to elsewhere(SCHMIDT 1972a) and,,therefore; wìll,not be discussed again here.
7. RESULTS
1.1. Turbidity and suspended solids content
The suspension load of the Solimões in this region attains its greatest values during the
year at tlie onset of the rainy season. A dry weight of 164.5 mg/l in December of ß69
was determined as the maximum suspended solids content in the one-year-long series of
investigations. The lowest concentration of suspended solids, a dry weight of 36.6 mgll,
was obseryed in August and September of the same year, thus, at a time of year when the
river had already long since passed its highest annual level (SCHMIDT 1972a). The turbid
white-water of the Rio Solimões which flows into the lake basin of Lago do Castanho at
tl're time of rising water level begins to deposit its suspended material very soon after ces-
sation of the mo-vement caused 6y the cuirent. This decanting process of the river's susl
pended material in Lago do Castanho can be followed by means of the changes in depth
õf visibihty in the lake, which exhibit a characteristic annual cycle (see fig. 5). At the time
the river water enters the lake's basin, the transparency of the water as measured with the
Secchi disc is usually definitely less than 1 m, but higher than the usual values for the ri-
ver itself, which vary between only 0.5 and 0.3 m. If the velocity of the influxing river wa-
ter into the lake diminishes now and then for a period of a few days, the depth of visibi-
lity in Lago do Castanho can increase appreciably even during this season of the year. As
















Changes in the Secchi transparency in Lago do Castanho in reiation to the
season ofthe year; the relationship between these two factors for the second
haif of 1969 is presented as a broken line. The water level indicated was
according to data for the Rio Negro at Manaus;only during the times of
minimum water level in 1967 and 1969 was a correction for the lake





In general. the grcatest depths of visibility in Lago clo Castalll'ro are encountered, how-
ever, orlly wlierl the water level has reached its nlaxilnurir Irerght. iììost often sometime
betweett Jurlc artrl Scptcnrber. I lti was the observeil nì¿xlrììì.rrì valirc lor this season of
the year. which nonethcless is still relatively low. Several l'actors should be rrrentioned as
causillg the lilnitatiolt oltl're Iltaxir.ltunl depth olvisibility to this r¿ìlìge. as the resuits in-
dicatc'. all olthc factors sccnrcd to bc r'qLrally srgnificant t.or tllis body olwater. One
oltlie contributing factors is tlie phytoplankton. which linds bettt'i lrving condiuons af-
ter the "decanting" of-the suspended rtraterial f'ronl tll,: rnvadrng river water and. hence.
always occurs itl significantly greater popr-rlatiorr densities ili tlre lakr. than i¡t the river(SCHMII)T' 1970). A secorìd corrtLibuting tactor is that the scstou ol'Lago do Castanlto
always irtcludes relativeÌ! ìarge t¡uanttties ol detritLr: as carr [re observed under the micro-
scope. A third contribLrting lactor rs the coloratron trl'the water by clissolved organic sub-
starìces. Nunterical data for the latter two lactors rvill be grven Ìater ìn still auother con-
lìectioll. The existence ol relatively large quantities ol dissolved and suspended organic
substallces itt Lago do Castartho is not surprising: on tire one hanC. orìe call observe sirnul-
taneousl¡, all cxtelisive clevelopnrent olfloating nleadows tn tl're littoral legion and a con-
siderable phr'toplarrkton growth (SC'HN4lDl 1969. lt)70). with a crtrresponding prirr.rary
productiolì irr thesc waters (SCHMIDT. unpLrblishecl ). and oll the otlier hand. a riot to be
ignoLed additron of allochthonous organic materral lì'onr the telLestrial surroundings can
be expected.
North South
also observed by JLINK (1970) rn the várzea lakes which he investigated. However, as a
result of the vigorous phytoplankton growth, which could be detected despite the ex-
tremely unfavorable light conditions that exist during this season of the year (SCHMIDT
1969, l97O), the water of the lake looked dirty gray-green in contrast to the yellowish
ochre of the Solimões water. lVith further lowering of the water level, a portion of the
original river alluvial material that was recently carried into the lake is again transported
out, a process which may essentially retard delta formation and the filling up of the lake
basin. At the end of 1968 the critical depth for the resuspension of the sediment in Lago
do Castanho was not reached. As the illustration shows, the depth of visibility thus re-
mained more or less in the same range for the months of October to December as in the
previous months; it, therefore, was substantially higher than the values for the correspon-
ding periods of the other two years.
In ordêr to get some idea of the rates of sedimentation of suspended solids in the river
water and in the lake water, surface samples from the Rio Solimões (about midstream, a-
bove Careiro Island) and from Lago do Castanho at high water and at 1ow water were co1-
lected and tested. Small quantities of water were carefully pipetted from just below the
surface of the samples, which had first been thoroughly shaken to mix, and their light
transmission was then expressed as percent turbidity after being photometrically measu-
red against membrane-filtered comparative samples aI 420 nm (FREYER 1960). The re-
sults are shown in figure 7. One can see first of all that the two bodies of the water exhi-
bit real differences in the level of turbidity, both as compared to each other and in compa-
ring the different yearly seasons. The va.lues neve¡theless didn't fluctuate as sharply in the
river as in the lake. The decrease in the turbidity, i.e. the rate of sedimentation of suspen-
ded solids, was actually greatest in the first few hours. The curves for the Solimões water
sl.rowed a distinct rectilinear and continuous drop after the first rapid deposition, while
the curves for the lake samples revealed a tendency to approach the abscissa asymptoti-
cally. The reason for this difference in sedimentation behaviour may be traced to the fact
that relatively great quantities of organic seston always exist in the lake which are only
slightly different in density from the water. This is the case even during low water, when
the extreme turbidity of the water in the lake is caused primarily by the resuspension of
the lake sediment.
In table 2 the results of seston weight determinations for a few representative time in-
tervals are stated. Again sharp fluctuations in the space of a year are apparent. The con-
centrations of the water's suspended material were lowest, as was to be expected, in Au"
gust, that is, in the phase in which no fresh river water flowed into the lake's basin any
mo¡e and in which the greatest depths of visibility we¡e encountered. Although the con-
centration varied, they always remained below l0 mg/l; they revealed at the same time,
however, some sttatifìcation of the seston. At the end of October, during the phase of ex-
tremely low water, the values of around 250-260 mg/l in the lake were far above the ma-
ximum concentrations encountered during the course of a year in the Rio Solimões (ca.
165 mgll on 23.XII.1969). Even the range of fluctuations obse¡ved in the concentration
of suspended solids was more restricted in the river than in the iake. A more exhaustive
investigation concerning the nature of the seston and its relationship to the basin's bot-
tom, to the littoral region, etc., was unfortunately not feasible at this time.
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Fig. 6 : A schematic longitudinal sc'ction through Lago do Castanho; it sliows
particularly the broad and shallow r.norphonretrr olthe lake. a condition br
which resuspetrsion of the surlace sediments carì occur rvhen in conjunction
with a very low water level.
When the water level in Lago do Castanho again sinks to a height of less than about
4 m, the transparency of tl.re water decreases very sharply. whicl-r means it begins to de-
crease everl before the influx of fresl'r river water. As the following sketch (fìg. 6) illustra-
tes, the waves call't conre Ít.t contact with the easily stirred-up mud at high water levels.
since the shores are protected to certain depths by tall vegetation and floating meadows
which lie right up against them. Only if the zone of the Igapó recedes and the floating
meadows die out as the water level becomes lower, can the waves reach the now unpio-
tected broad, shallow lake bottont and stir it up. At this time of year the depth of visibi-
lity can then drop to values of l0 cm (see fig. 5, October 1969). A similar situation was
t52
Table 2: Suspended material in Lago do Castanho in rng of dry weight/l (dried at I 100 C)
Depth in meters 13.VIII.69 i6.X.69 30.X.69 9.1.70
7.2. Ternperature and stratification
Considering the climatic conditions for this regior.r whicl.r wcre r.nentioned earlier, no
fundamental deviation from isothern.ry in the water temperature was to be expecte¿ du-
ring the year. The ternperatute measurements in Lago dó-Castanho valiclated tÏis assump-
tion. Of course, certain differences did appear in teims of the extent of nocturnal cool-'
ing atrd daily warming of the water which were associatecl wiih the actual weather condi-
tions at tl'rat tirnc. In addition, the entirc watcr mass could oncc itr arvhile warm up at
lorv lvater levels somcwhat Inore than would be possible at higli water levcls. All of these
phenorttena nevertlieless occurred only on a daily basis and did not signify any basic de-
viatiort froni the. general situation, namely, isotherrny throughout thelntire year. The
following table (table 3) shows several examples of this basið agreement of the water tern.
peratures in the various seasons of the year.























































































"f *, 1+ltr,{ terlperature regime cycle_as opposccl to a seaso.äl cy-cle f'or Anrazonia, which RlllNKE ( 1962) stresseõar.rd *iti.fr Ir g^;ir.iaüy touna in all tio-pical regions, was also reflected in tlie w¿iter tenlperatì-lres of La[o clo Castanho. But thediurllal changes iu water temperature also rernairied relatively srüall. A temper.at¡rc o1.
?8 1 :9 was the average of tlie 38 terlrperature measurements rnacle rn tl.re nrornings at06 00 hours over a period olthlee years;the correspondir.rg nlean values fbr tlie af'îer¡oo¡
measuremetlts at 13 00 hours was 30.7 oC 1:e measurerllents). Both lllean values arc lì¡.
0 m ofdepth, hence, in practice actually about l0 cnr below the water's surlace. Thc lo-
west^tel)l$Tajut'e.recortl_ecl ilt Lago do Castanho during tlie course ol tlte investigations
w^as 25.6 "t'(on 23.V.68.at 10 m clepth, both in the rnorning at 06 00 hc.¡rs anð in t¡e
afternoon at 13 00 hours), ard the^hìgÏe_st tcrnperature reaclirg recorcled *,"1+.+-òð'to,1l6'X.69, at 13 00 hours at.tlie sttrface). Extrenie values such aã these appearecl to occur
rather rarely, however, as they were observed only in isolatecl instancesl
Figure 8 shows typical examples of the water ternperature proliles at the station wher.e
temperature was measured in Lago do Castanho for two days during the period of ntini-
mum wáter level. In the nrorning at 06 00 hours on 9.X.69 homothermy orevailed; thc
tetnperatures were thus the same fronr the water's surface to the deepest point of ihe nrca-
surement profile, which was approximately 30 cm above the mud-wáter interface. On this
mocl.erately windy day, with an alnlost cloudless sky in the rnorning, the condition of ho-
mothern.ry was maintaincd throughout most of the day. The valueJlor 1000 hours ancl
1400 hours revealed a maximum dilference olonly 0.5 oC between 0 and 1.5 rn. Ilecause
ol the unhindered solar radiation the temperature of the entire water mass had warmed
by about 1.5 oC between 06 00 and 14 00 hours. Ilut after a rain shower in late afternoon
the water had already cooled again at l8 00 hours to about the same tentperature that hatj
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Fig. 7 Sedimentation ol the suspendecl solids in Rio Solimões (Anrazon River) and
in Lago do Castanho during the various seasorìs olthe year(shown as a
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Fig. 8 : Daytime fluctuations of the water temperature and pH values in Lago do
Castanho during the low-water phase.
temDerature curve could even be observed at about 06 00hours; the surface values of29.1
o C w.r. somewhat lower than those of the underlying water layers (29 .2-29 3 o C). Owing
to the fact that wind movement was very slight, a clear stratification of the water mass
could then develop in the course of the day, as the values for 14 00 hours and 1 8 00 hours
show. The difference in temperature betwéen 0 m (31.7 o C) and 1.5 m (29.4 o C) was 2.3
oC at.14 00 hours. The Sability of this stratification can readily be understood if one re-
calls that the density difference in water with a 2.3 oC difference in this temperature re-
gion is the same as the density difference that water exhibits between 4 oC and ca. 13.8
uC 1r.r table from KÜSTER;THIEL & FISCHBECK 1958), for, as is known, density dif-
ferences increase from degree to degree with increasing temperature. The pH values which
are also given in the illustration likewise exhibit a diurnal cycle. More about the pH condi-
tions in Lago do Castanho will brought up in a later section.
In the next figure (fig. 9) a few characteristic examples of the temperature readings du-
ring the phase ofhigh water level are presented. In each case the data are from readings
made at 06 00 hours and 13 00 hours. As can be seen, the temperature curves at both ti-
mes of day usually intersected between 3 m and 5 m, but they diverged in the upper wa-
ter layers more or less sharply. Therefore, only the water layers above the region where the
curves intersected were norrnally affected by the daytime warming. Since the temperature
curves below the depth where they intersected generally drooped still further, it can be as-
sumed that the circulation processes which occur in association with nocturnal cooling are
restricted to the water layers above that point where the curves intersect. As a result of the
high density differences of the water in this temperature region, stronger forces counteract
a thorough mixing of the water than would be guessed on the basis of the relatively small
temperature differences.
6h /' 13h
23-s- 69 26-s-69 29-s-69
Fig' 9 : Daytilne tetrlperatttre tluctuations and changes in the stratilìcation of Lago doCastaril.ro witl'rin short tinre inten'als during ilav of r969 qiugir water phase).
on the whole- it is apparent tliat a zorting olthe ,.,a_ter nìass ilìto epi-. nreta-. and ¡ypo-linrnion.doesr't appeaLìn a.sharply o.titi.Jì¡"r., over long periods of tinre (weeks orntonths) i'r Lago do Castanho. ai is the..1e in the tares ol'tinipeiãt.-.tinrut., during t6esurnnler nronths, but, if it appears at all. lasts onlv tor r fè* d;ys ;; .u.n Irourr. T¡e tenr_perature curves which are presented in figures 9 ind 10 don'1 .í.tiurluyr ¡rai'tai'. as o'esees, a klinograde fornr tl.rroughout.the dã1,. despite rh; ;;ïiìr."ìirtäïräure densir' diftþ-rences berween tlre dilferent warel lrver.s. Qrrite'otìe,i. *spe.:iaìú. i;,ì;;;ij,ì,';;;,1,;r'with strons warnringof the,wate¡ diréctly oìr rtr ruii....iì.t';;; ììr"äi¡..ry ro show ¡e-terograde or even orthograde character.









ticuiarly impressively the instability of the stratifìcation conditions. This is true at high wa-
ter leveis foi the shape and size of the epi and metalimnion. The lower zone, the hypolim-
nion, on the other hãnd, exhibits on the whole more stable conditions. This observation
was also supported by results of other tests, especially those for the oxygen distribution.
Oxygen can never be found deeper than about 6 m in Lago do Castanho, as will be discus-
sed later in further detail. The boundary between ae¡obic and anaerobic zones moreover
shows agreement with the temperature profìle, likewise displaving strong fluctuations with-
in shortìpaces of time. The existence of homothermy and, hence, the possibility of com-
plete circulation at a water level of more than about 5 m, could be clearly established nei
iher from the examples given up to now for the temperature profiles nor from the rest of
the test results. The temperature readings, even those for 06 00 hours, always showed a
difference between the surface temperature and the temperature at the point of maximum
depth. In a few cases this difference was undeniably less than I oC orjust exactly I uC,
but it was definitely still present. lt is also worth considering that the density difference
of the water betweên 26.5 o C and 21 .5 o C is after all just as-great as that beiween 4 0 C
and ca. l0 oC.
While no contpletc circulation in Lago do Castanho could be detcctecl at water levels
6ver 5 n.l, it shoulcln't. therelore, be assumed that it is never possible in this lake at hieh
wate r le*¿eis. TItat lull circulation during this pcriocl has very scldonr actually been achie-
ved, however, appears to be very probable on the basis of the investigation results. Lr pl.ra-
scs whcre relativcly little daily warming occurs due to heavv cloud cover, prolonged hea-
v1 rainlall. ctc.. which can readily happen at the height olthc rainy seasorl, approxintate-
lv fronl fvlarch to May, cotnplete circulation of the lakc rnass wottlcl be concr:ivable . In ad-(litio¡, full cilculatiolt can also be expcctccl in Lago do ('astarlho whcn tlie cold front sets
i¡, which is nonnally oltce a year. The so-callecl "friagcrrt" ustrally enters this area sonìe-
tinlc between May and Septcnrber. i.e. duling the high-watcl pliase. artcl trtost of'the tirrre
lasts lour tlays (scc IIEINKE l9(r I ). Thc air tcnrpcratrrlc' in thìs situution can l'all to lcss
rlran 10" ('ilt Nlanaus. ancl in tlrc lbrcsts ltcar thc citv dctwlt to 15" ('(URINKMANN ct al.
i()71). Thrt such tcrnpcraturcs. conrbinr'cl rvith r.nclclc'ratr'lvind vclocitics, calì bring aboLrt
lìrll circulation olthc watcr nrilss in L-ago clo Castanho. rnal,be assuniccl with grcat ce-rtaintly
Sincc tllc pcriodic arrival ol- thc "l'riagcrrr" v¿¡r'ics ivithin thc statr'(l tilnc ìntc'rval. thcrc was
rrnlirrturratcly no o¡rporturit)i to sr't Lrp ancl carry c)r"rt suitablc invcstigations concclning
tlris plrcnorncnon on Lago clo ('astanllo.
lrr su¡r¡rary, on tlie basis of the investigation it cart be detertuilied that Lago clo ('a-
sta¡ho at low water lcvels (uncle r about 5 nt,) carr be classified as uolyrnictic. at lrigh wa-
re r levels (above 5 rn), on the other hancl, as oligoruictic. JLtst orle ol tllcsc' two terrìls alo-
nc rvotrlcl not lìrlly describe the situatioll.
7.-l. Ort gt.n
Tlrc oxvgc'rr conditions in a lake ale natLrrally closely connectcd with its circulati,-lt
ancl stratil'ication behaviour. Fronl the investigations on Lago do ('astanho it was foLlncl
that thc oxvgen clistribution exliibited nlarked clilferelices ill tlle course ol-a ycar wliicli
wcrc associatccl witli the respective watt:r levels and. thus, with thc various se asolrs of'tlrc
ycur'(see SCIIMIDT 1972d). The conditions at low water. then, cliller substantially fì'onr
thc conditions at high watcr. Thc f'oregoing drscussion ol stratification touchcd olt a lew
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5,s 6.0Fig. tO : Changes in the stratifìcation conditions of Lago do Castanho over a period of
five consecutive days as an example of the instability of zonation in this body
of water.
Table 4 : Lago do Castanho;the lowest differences (oC) in water temperature encounter-
ed at high water level.
24.1V.68 / 06 00 hours 23.V.68 I 06 00 hours
10 30 70 90
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Stratification conditions in Lago do Castaulio orr 24.1.68 at 0600 hours
(tenrpelatLrre. lree carbon dioxidc. pH, oxygen saturation). The oxygen
sati¡rationsat 0 nl and I nl of'depth are alsogiven lor 1600hours,these











At low water, i.e. at water levels lower than about 3 m, oxygen was always observed
right down to the lake bottom in Lago do Castanho. Even at this time of year, depending
on the stratification pattern of the particular day, a steady decrease in the oxygen concen-
trations corresponding to increasing depth can also occur throughout, as the example
frcm24.1.68 (fig. I l) shows. Even in the vicinity of the water's surface the oxygen satu-
ration at 06 00 hours on that day was only about 6 4 %. ln the vicinity of lake bottom it
was only 4l %. As a result of the photosyntheiic activity of the phytoplankton, the oxy-
gen concentration increased considerably during the day, however, and around 16 00
hours attained about ll5 % saturatio¡¡ rtear the water's surface. The decline in oxygen con-
cent¡ation with increasing depth was even more pronounced at this time of day than du-
ring the morning hours.
In the following table (taUle S) the distribution of oxygen during minimum water le-
vel in 1969 is given. Alongside the oxygen values are additional examples for the stratifì'
cation conditions at this time of year. In the morning of the first day in this series,21.X.
69, a temperature reading of 29.9 o C was observed for all depths, indicating a condition
of full circulation; 1300 hours the temperature had risen to a reading of 34.2 uC near the
surface. The calm weather conditions prevented altogether any mixing of the water du-
ring the entire morning, so that at noon at 1 m of depth, which is practically right on the
lake bottom the same temperature prevailed that had been observed at 06 00 hours that
morning. At 0.5 m depth,however, the temperatur. was 33.8 0C, indicating that at about
0.5 m above the lake bottom a temperature drop of almost 4 "C existed; this density dif-
ference between 0.5 m and I m moreover corresponds exactly to tþe density difference
that is found between water temperatures of 4 of and about-17.5 oC. Only'until around
17 00 hours did the temperatureãt I m depth rise to 31.4 0C.
Table 5 : Ternperature and oxygen conditions in Lago do Castanho in Oct. 1969
Temperature in oC and % saturation
bit less well developed than on the dav belore, and. for tliis rcason, the tenlperature at
I m depth for that hour was clearly above that for 06 00 liours. Correspondingly, the lc-
vel of oxygen saturation lor the day was deliniteiy less than in the preceding 24 I'rours.
The highest value was once again lound to occur at 0.5 rn depth. The concentrations at
the other two depths show an even distribution of the oxygen; even above the lake bot-
torn the saturation was close to 100'l .Ont-he lollowingday,23.X.69. the liighest oxy-
gen concentrations of the profile was encountered at 13 00 hours at I ni depth for the
lirst time. Since the day was decidedly windy (wind: 3--5 on the Beaulort scale), the su-
persaturation ofoxygen at the water's surlace caused by intense photosynthetic activity,
was reduced to about 100'/, (96(/r, exactly). The decreasc in percent of supersatulation
to a valtre close to tlie 100 c/r, Iine al the surface indicates a gre at arÌtourtt ol excess oxygell
released into the atrnosphere.
Wl'ren the wate¡ level of Lago do Castanho reaches a height of about 3 6 rn, the oxy-
gen conditions change drarnatically, as l'ras been already noted. The deeper water layer_s
ãre now so insufficiently supplied with cxygen due to the infrequent occurrence of full
circulation that a contplete oxygen depletion soon appears there. Table 6 shows the re-
sr-rlts. Not one ol the tests whiclt werc carricd out dr-rring thc thrce -year investigation revca'
led a plesence oloxygen in Lago do Castanho below a depth of 6 n, although, as said, tht:
water level no;mally climbed to l1-12 m. In lact, oxygelì was lound to a depth of 6 m
only once, on other days no oxygen could be determined at all even at 3 m by the Wink-
ler n.rethod (23.V.68), and one time not even at a depth of 2 m (on 28.VIII.68). Looked
at generally, tl-re degree of oxygen saturation in Lago do Castanho at high water level, even
in the surface water layers, was often astoundingly low. This was of course particularly
true for the rnorning rneasurements. Thus, lor example, on 24.1V.68 at 06 00 hours at 0
nr depth an oxygen saturation of only 36.57o was found. But evetr the results for 13 00
hours very seldom reached the vicinity of 100 % saturation. Certainly, however, quite si-
zcable oxygen saturations are not infrequently reached in the aftelnoon hours durirtg
higli-water pcriod as a result olphotosynthetic activity by the phytoplankton in thc up-
pcr wate'r laye-rs.
In several experintents au attellrpt was rtiadc to obtain data on thc oxygert consurltp-
tion. Foi this purpose sanrples. wliich hadn't been shaken artd wìrose initial oxygcn con-
tent lrad bccn asccrtaine<ì b¡, palallel detcrnlinatior.rs, were darkened and exposed in tlie
original sanrpling depth for 14 hours*. The results. computed as the differetrce, expressed
as a percetìtage. betwecll the initial alllount oioxygen presellt and tl're final amount of
oxygelt present in the samples. are shown in the next table (table 7). The nunrbers reveal
irnpoltant fluctuations in the oxygen consurnption, fol the vertical dimension aswell as
lor thc diflercnt seasons of the year.. Dillerences which in principle urust exist between
the sanrples that werc taken and exposcd in the rnorning and those tested in the aftenroon
wer not coltsiderccl to be of mnch importance here. In some cases nlore than 80'/, of tl^¡e
oxygen originally preserjt in the sarnples ivas already consunred alter 24 liours, while in
othcrs less tlian l0 7 was consunlcd. For the majority of cases, the actual figures varied
witlrin a range ol 10 to 30'/,. A clear dependence oltlie oxygen consurnption oli the wa-
ter level can't be derived fionr these still relatively lintited data.
* Tl-ris metl.rod was chosen for technical reasons, although it is known tliat at very low
oxygen concerltrations a retardation of the oxygen corlsLllìtptiùlì cen occur (HöLL 1968)





















On the same day, an oxygen concentration of 149 % indicated a considerable supersa-
turation at 0 m depth at 13 00 hours. At 0.5 m depth this value was even somewhat high-
er,162%,butin thelasthalf meterthendropped to82%. Consideringthesmallsizeof
the euphotic zone 
- 
the depth of visibility on this day was 0.25 m 
- 
and the almost com-
plete stagnation of the water mass, even this concentration seems relatively high, howevgr
when one compares it to the mean values of oxygen saturation for high-water periods. The
explanation for this may be found in the existence of full circulation during the preceding
night, among other things.
On 22.X.69 a quite drastic inversion of the temperature curve was observed in the mor-
ning at 06 00 houis; the reading for 0 m depth layibout I 0C below the reading for I m
depth. This would indicate a considerable loss of heat from the surface of the water mass
at night. The water temperature didn't rise as sharply between early momilg and noon as
it had on the previous day, but still reached a reading of 33.4 uC at l3 00 hours. Due to
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As the oxygen data shows, stagnation of the lower water layers during the high-water
phase must persist for at least a few days in order to bring about the cornplete disappea-
rance of oxygen. Nevertl.reless, occasional instances of full circulation occurring at this ti-
me of year between the monthly sampling days can't be precluded either on the basis of
these results. Definite statements could be made only after measu¡ements of longer dura-
tion, and these made preferably with the aid of a continuous recorder. Nonetheless, even
the oxygen measurements made at three-day intervals fr<¡m the 14th to the 29th of May
1969 afford the same picture, i.e. no indication of full circulation having occu¡red, which
is further evidence to support the theory that in Lago do Castanho at high water levels
full circulation probably very seldom ever occurs in actuality.
Not only was oxygen never encountered all the way to the lake bottom at high water
levels in Lago do Castanho, but quite the opposite;hydrogen sulfide (H2S) was always
found in the lower water layers. The proof was a qualitative "nose" test for the srnell of
this corrpound. Complete quantitative tests for this gas were not possible. so no data lor
its corlcelltrations can be llade available here. Figure l2 illustrates when and to what ex-
tent H2S was found in Lago do Castanho durir.rg the year. Simultaneously, figure 12 indi-
cates tltose depths expressed in nreters in which oxygen was present. August and Sep-
tcniber ot' l9(r7 are the only nronths lor which nothing can be said about the oxygen dis-
tribLrtiorr. TÌtc illustration reveals the cllaracteristic riistribution ol both substances and
claLifies oncù tìì()re the previous statements. An oxygert-corttaining zone of relatively uni-
Ittrrn thickness can be detccted throughout the year. but a zone ofvalying thickness con-
tarning ItvdLogen sulf ide can onl¡' be detected at times of high water levels. lrt a few in-
statìces llt'drogen sullide was lor-rnd at depths which still containecl snlall concentrations
of'oxygen. Since h¡,dLogen sullide is readily oxiclízed. its presence concurrentlv with that
ol oxygen leads one to the conch-rsion that thc rate ol hydrogen sulfide fornration is last-
eL than the rate olhydrogen sLrlfide oxidation. and. thus. that considerable decontposition
actrvitl, exists in the water layer: i;. question.
_4t ^t4t Çlag_ram once again shows, the "abnormally" high water levels during the secondhalf of 1968 also affected the oxygen distribution. Excepífor November, an o'xygen de-pletion and the presence ofhydrogen sulfide above the làke bottom coulá be oUsãrue¿ ttratyear tor every me.asurement. The second half of 1969, which was also proiected in the dia-gratn, again establishes the rlnormal" picture of conditions in the lake.'
In addition to the formation of hydrogen suifide, other accompanying phenomena ty-pical fo¡ the anaerobic zone of a standing water werô also identifièd. îhË,í;;r;;;iliÀå
pH and the increases in the concentrations of free carbon dioxide and phosphai. io"r-.n¿
the sudden chang^es_ in NO 2 - and NO 3 - conditions can be mentioned he¡e in particular. Fur
ther discussion of these factors will follow in later sections.
9n. can with ereat probability expect to find much less favorable oxygen conditionsin the protected inlets g{!-qgo. do Castanho or under certain parts of the loating meadows
than in the free water. JUNK (1910) found that a similar situãtion existed in otñer várzea
lakes. Besides the difference_s inoxygen conditions, other differences in those biotopes in
terms of numerous chemical and pñfsical characteristics that can be attributed to ilie sp.
cial conditions should also.be expected. Within the scope of the present study, howevei,
these other problems could unfortunately not be consiãered. -
- 
During the "ftiagem", which was mentioned above, a catastrophic dying off of fish ta-
kes place in many lakes of this region, due to the complete mixing of the water mass and
1lf_.^grl.:pgl{itrglv_to* qxvg_el concentrations associãted with ii(see GEISLER ßes;GEISLER, KNÖPPEL and SIOLI l97l). As a result of the investisàtionr on Lago do Cås-
tanho, we now have fo¡ the first time more detailed information about the unfãvorable
oxyge-n situation which exists for fish in the middle Amazonian várzealakes at high-water
periods. The results prove thal with complete circulation at this time of year the õoncãn-
tration ofoxygen in tle water can be sevèrely reducedjust through dilution action alone.It is, therefore, not difficult to unde¡stand how its conðentrationlcan then easily iJiïå-'low a limit, which for fish is critical, although, as studies by GEISLER (toolf häve shãwn,
many. Amazolian species are entirely capable of tolerating very low oxygen concentrations.
An additional reduction of the oxygen cbncentrations by moró or less ínlensive oxidation














Thc distribution of H2S (colurnns) irr Lago do Castanho duritig various
seasons ol thc ycar'. The depths in which oxygcrj is cncouttte'rcd art: ntarkcd
by circles (there- arc no O2 data for August and Septc-ntbcr of 1967). Thc
distribution olthese two factors fbr the second half of 1969 is indicatcd
by a brokcn linc.
164
7.4. Total salt content and its principal characteristics
The salt content of Lago do Castanho is determined largely by the Solimões water whichflows into it. The river water itself has a relatively low elec'irólytä concentration, which in
addition va¡ies to some extent according to the sêason of the year and the volume of now
of the water. Durins the previously meritioned one-year invesíigation 
"f th. Sãiiãà.r,ìîåelectrical conductivity of the rivei at a sampling staiion directl¡7 above its iunction wiíh theRio Negro fluctuated between approximatóly +s ysre/cm (high-water, Juiy iizõ) ;;Ad,i-
qsr.olcry (low-water, but after rãiìy season had aireãdy begìü Decemter íooe¡. ivnì1. i"
the lake basin the river water undeigoes certain changes, oíwhich its continuing dilution
is.p.erhaps the chief one. The causes for this dilutionãffect seems to be the prr""ipiìut-lo"
which falls directly on the lake's surface and drainage water coming fro. thï 
"i;ility ;ïLago do Castanho. According to fhe data from the ñreteorological itatlon at Manauq the
average lev^el.of precipitation in the last lo years came to aboüt z:00 mm per year; duringthe time of the investigation the mean valués exceeded this figure somewträt (Je; ;;ù;-ij:The dilution of the salt content of the. inflowing Solimões waier is ttaiutatþ ìh. g;;;;;rt''
when the rainy season is at its peak. This about-coincides with the phase ;i;ñ;,"lly;;pidly rising water. For this reaion, it is understandable that in t-ago A;Casta.rilo.v* the







































nuximunì values for conductivity always lie somewhat below those values which are obser-
ved at exactly the same time in the river. The maximum value for the total salt content in
Lago do Casianho will generally be reached during the first phase of ìnflux ol river water,
soñretime during the mónths of January and February, which is still before the peak ol the
rainy.seadon. The dilution process continues all year long until the._water level begins to ri-
se again, since, as has beer.r mentioned, a certain amount of rain falls even during the dry
seasón in this area in normal years. The order of magnitude and the trends of the changes
in total salt content in Lago do Castanho during the period of the investigation are presen-
ted in the following illustration (figure 13), which has been borrowed lrom another publi-
cation (SCHMIDT 1972d), where the main features of the seasonal variatìons in tlle water
chemistry ol Lago rjo Castanho were treateci. As can be recognized. tlte results vary between
values of over 50 ¡rSzo/crn (rnaxitnum 58.8 ¡-¿Sz0/crn otr 18.11.70) and less than l0 pSzo/
crn (the lowest reading obtained was 16.I pSz o/cm on 30.X.69).
Logo do Costqnho
Il onc use s the same conversion factor fbr calculating the weight of dissolved salts in
tlre water that GIBBS (1961) used lor the Arrazonian waters, narnely 0.7, the extreme va-
lues in Lago do Castanlio fluctuated between 11 and 4l mgll. But this factor, which was
originally ascertained lor North Anrerican rivers (U.S. Geological Survey, 1958), is probab-
ly too low for Lago do Castanho. To wl.rat extent it is generally applicable for Amazoniar.r
watcrs nlust olcourse rernair.r open here. Conversion factors between 0.94 and 0.78 wele
conrputed by using the values for Lago do Castanho glven in table 8. The mean value tur-
rtecl out to be 0.83 ancl, so, clearly lies above the nurnber used by GIBBS. although bv no
nrcans all the inrportant ions could be included ìn table 8 (e.g. SOl ). Using the mean value
o1-0.83, which ce rtainly rellectecl the conditions in Lago do Castanho ntore accurately, the
rauge fol fluctuations in the salt corìtent of this lake rose to between I 3 and 49 nrg/I.
J'hc veLtical clillerences in the conductivity were generally slight, as can be seen fron'r
thc¡ratterrtof tlieisoplethsinlig. l3.Thisholdstrueevenforperiodsolhigh-water,a1-
tliough dtrring this tinre a slight clecline in the conductivity with an increase in depth cor.rld
alnrost always bc observecl;it usually clicln't go beyond tlie isopleth, however. The stagna-
tion ol the lower rvate r layers at high-rvater has, therefore, little influence as a whole on
thc distribution ol tlle prrncipal ions. Tllis suggests that occasionally circulation cloes reach
tlrc lowcr water laycrs or at lcast that sulficicntly intcnsc convcction cul'rents occur in thc
body ol water to nrake possible a slow cclualization ol the salt content betwe en the diffe-
rent wate r layers. This doesn't contradict tl're preceding statements about the stability ol
stratification in Lago do Castanho at high-water, since the convection currents coulcl be so
slow that they had no real iufluence on the oxygen distribution.
Tablc B : Lago do Castanlto 1969
0m Fractions ol the rnain ions as ntval/l
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0.491 0.425 0.392 0.31I 0.322 0. 170 0. I 07
N D F Calcit¡rn bicarbonatc constitutes the nrajor portion of'the total salt content in Lago clo
Castanho at lirgh-watcr', just as it does irr the nliddle Amazon (cornpare SCHMIDT 1972a).
lly a sunken water level, though, nragnesium and sodium rather than calciurn coulcl predo-
Iriinatc in thc lakc (sec table 8). As can be seen lronl tlic conrparison of the ecluivalcnt
ratìos betwcen thc cations and alrions whicll arc givcn in tablc 8, bicarbonate is tlrerr solne-
wliat rnore pooLly reprcscntccl arììong the anions. On thc rvlrole, though, this seenls to oc-
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The order of magnitude of the electrical conductivity X2
the seasonal variations of its values in Lago do Castanho
of investigation (from SCHMIDT 1972a).
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cur onlyduring phase of intense resuspension of the sediment, hence, only for a limited
period of time. 
_{gr_ !h_is reason the changes in the concentraticns of both principal ions,
namely Ca* ¿nd I-f CO., during the cou¡se of the year reflect quite ciearly the changes in
the electrical conductivity. The following illustration (fig. l4lshould make this evðn more
clear.
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Fig. 14 : variations ln the HCo3 and ca++ concentrations in Lago do castanho








The equivalent-ratios between anions and cations for 1969 samples which were given
in table 8 were relatively balanced at high water. The somewhat stronger preponderance
of cation fractions in the samples for the period of low water (October dates) may be un-
doubtedly attributed to the fact that the sulfate ion is not included in the computations,
but, at least Curing this phase of the year, it does play a definite role in the lake.
In addition, definite seasonal fluctuations were also identified for dissolved silicate, to-
tal-iron, and total-phosphorus (SCHMIDT 1972d). A dependence of the changes in magne-
sium concentrations on the changes in season was not so clearly recognizable, as table 9
shows, but was nonetheless indicated to some extent. While the annual cycles of cloride,
sodium, potassium and magnesium ran parallei to that of the principal ions, that is, with
a maximum during the phase of influxing fresh water and a minimum at the end of the
phase of falling water level, total-iron and total-phosphorus attained their annual maxima
during the time of lowest water level, and their concentrations then fell again relatively
quicklv with rising water level. The annual maximum concentration range for dissolved si
licate was likewise already reached before the influx of the fresh river wãter, that is, du-
ring the time of minimum water level; it lasted generally longer, however, than the maxi-
ma of total-iron and total-phosphorus. This variable behavior in the concentrations of dis-
solved silicate, total-ircn and total-phosphorus was attributed to the resuspension of the
lake sediments (see SCHMIDT 1972d).
. 
In order to make possible a geneial overall view of the concentration ranges of the mostimportant salts which show an annual cycle, the extreme values determined fo¡ each of
them a¡e presented in the following table (table 10).
Table l0 : Maximum and minimum results for some chemical factors with seasonal
fluctuations in Lago do Castanho.









































































7 .5. Buffering conditions, pH, and free carbon dioxide
- 
Within the scope of an investigation of the limnology and most especially of the phyto-
plankton primary production in Lago do Castanho, the free carbon dioxide-bicarboñaie
system was naturally of particular importance. As is well known, it forms, together with
the rest of the dissociation steps of carbon dioxide, the basis for the buffering capacity of
a bodv of water and, through the regulation of the pH conditions, it affects the generàl
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As was discussccl in the previous section. the total salt content in Lago do Castanlio is
rclativcl¡ lorv, bLrt rs conr¡rosr'cl fol th.' nl()st Ìrlrl ol'cllciLtnr uld hiculbonatc. The alkalini,
ty tcsts yielded a rììaxirìlurìl valuc ol'0.-51 rrnirl ì rrrr -ì.lll 10. rvlricll t'¡s ¡ tinre of inflowing
river water. Tl"ris value corrcsponds tcr a bicarbonate concelìtration o1' 3 I .7 nrg IJCO. /1. Thc
observed mininra for alkalinity, dn the other hand. were only 0.0(r mvalil oll 15.XI.67 and
0.0(r5 mval/l on 30.X.69. The correspor.rding bicarbonate values were 3.66 nrg/1 and 3.97
nrg/l respectively. The effect ol these low bicarbonate concentrations atrd the associated
correspondingly low buffering conditions on the pH sliall be den.ronstrated irelow by an ex-
anrple.
A stratification of the bicarbonate concentrations was relatively seldonr pronounced(table ll). Only at higl'r-water levels could a certain decrease in the values be ascertained
in the lower wate r layers. Ilecause ol the low earth alkali concentrations. a stratification
ol tlie bicarbonate conterlt due to the biogenic calciunl pre cipitation in the euphotic zonc
and tl're solution of calciurr carbonate by means ol free carbon dioxide in the deep zone
(see OtILE 1934. l95l) in Lago do Castanho certainly would not be expected.'lhe defi-
nitely nteasulable. though snrall decrease in the bicarbonate coucentrations at higli-water,
togctlrcr with the aforc rrielitioncd decrease in total salt collterìt in the lower hypolimnion,
irrtlicated rather that the cleeper water nlay be cventually nrixed with cooler run-olf water
lìonl tlte tcira f-irnìe after hcavy rainlalls. whiclr possibly lays itsclf undcr thc walnlcr wa-
ter ol'tltc ìake. BI-ALICItAMP's (1964)conclusion about the stratification conditions in
l-akc Victoria at the beginrìing ol the rainy season. "this stratification seerlrs to be brought
about bv cooling the lower layers. and not as in telnperate lakes, by warnrinq the surlace
wttcr' . is probabll' tlue also for the Anlazonian várzea lakes of the typc represented by
L.ago tlo (-astartho.
Thr'pllvalues fìrr Lago clo ('astanho geneLallv lie betweert pH 6 and pt{ 7. i.e. in thc
rveuk-lrcicl runge. Likc tlìc tenìperatì.rrc. a clelinite dir-rrnal cycle could also as a rule be ob-
se'rvecl f'or the pll conclitions in the uppèr illunrinated, oxygell-colltauiing water layers,
wllilc scasonal clrf'fcrcnces didn't seent to appear. Allllost always distinctly lower pIl valr-res
wcre lììcasilrecl in tlle eupltotic zone in tlie nrornings at 06 00 hours thatt irt the alternootts.
Tlìc plìotosynthctic activit-v- of' the pliytoplankton. tlrrough which the.COr -corceniration
ol'tlic rvatr.r is rctlucrtì shoulcl bc onlittctl tlìtts attects rclatlvely quickly tlte lake's pll valur's
due to tlre liniitccl brrf'fèLing capacitv of tiie rvater. At the sanre trnre a ntor.e or less strong
clccrease ilr the ¡rtl was always noted in the anaerobic zone at high-water levels. In this re-
gion the lowcst valt¡e pll 5..15 on l9.lll.(rc) at a depth of 4 rn was also deternlined.
During tlie period ot'low watel level no stLatil-ication o1'tlie pH was usually evident in
thc niorniug ciue ro tìrll ciLculation hrving occurr.ed during the prececling night. DLrring thc'
course ol the cla1,. horvt'vr'r. stratit'icatiorì coLrltl sct in even at this tlnre olyear. depe nding
ou tlìc wcather conditions. RetèLerrce should be rnade orìce nrorc to figure 8. wliicli pre-
setìts two patterrìs f'or cla1,'tirlc variation in pllat low-water level that are regarcled as typi-
cal.
Tlie- range ol-thc daÌlv pll tìuctuations was gcncrally rnore restricted at high-water 1e-
vcls than a1 low-water le'vcls. Tllc critical dcpth is again. nroreovcr. tltat water level heiglrt
wliich is also signit'icant lbr thc general stratif ication and circtrlation coliditions^ i.e. around
3 5 rir. Thc reason tbr the nioLe linritcd rangc ol- fluctLratiolts ulav be. ort the one harrd.
tlie fìrct that at high-rvater thc bullèring capacit¡, is considerably nìorc favorable. ancl. on
tllc othcl hancl . thc f'act that thr. phyloplanktoir population dcrtsitics. insofar as collìptr'
tatiolts Iave sliown r.tp to lìow. are not as great at this time as during the. water level Illilti-
ntu¡t. A I'ew e xantpleì of daytinre pH tìuctuations durirtg the period of high-water are gi-
ven in tablc ll.
t7)
In the following table (table l3) a few examples of really extreme pH fluctuations mea-
sured for the period of low-water are cited for purposes of comparison. They again illustrate
the foregoing statements.
Table 12 : Diurnal pH-variations in Lago do Castanho at high-water level
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6.20 7.006.20 1.136.20 7 13
On21.X.69 the values at 0 m and 0.5 m climbed from a morning pH reading of 6.30
to an afternoon reading at 13 00 hours of 8.65. Until about noon the pH at I m of depth
remained, as the temperature also had (see table 5), at the same level it had occupied in the
morning. Then by 17 00 hours, the values near the water's surface, 0.0-0.5 m depth, had
once more risen slightly from their midday reading to reach the highest level, 8.70 8.80,
that was ever reported for Lago do Castanho. From about 06 00 hours in the morning the
pFI value in this layer had thus risen more than two units I Although no further nleasure-
ments were made in the afternoon, it is presumed that this sort of pH increase during the
course ofa day for this season ofthe year is not unusual. The very stable temperature
stratification already described for 21 .X.69 is also reflected in the pH conditions. Even in-
to late afternoon, thepH at I m depth had risen only insignificantly. During the follow-
ing night the values again fell sharply, so that the next morning (22.X.69) practically the
113
sanle reaciirìg was rneasured as 24 hours before. The values, inciuding even that for I m
cleprfi, i.e. aÉove tl.re lake botton'r, rose past pH 8 by afternoon. On the loliowing clay. 13.
X.ir,l, thc plllust barely crept past the ner-rtral point by 13 00 hours. The heavy cloud co-
ve L obvioJsly-affected the daily cycle of pH conditions as well as affecting the temperatttre
cunditions.
The inordinately sharp rise in the pH observed on the 21st and 2.2nd of October rnust
bc attributed to the photosynthetic activity of the phytoplankton, which on some days
witli suitable weather conditiolìs can be very intense, as is evident from the procluctivity
data (S('l{MIDT, unpublished). The phytoplankton has the ability, therefore, to continue
renroving carbon dioxide from the system even at tirnes of extlemely low bicarbonate con-
centrations. Because of the low concentrations of earth alkalies, a direct precipitation of
calbonates in association with biogenic decalcificatior.r is of course out of the question (see
p. 172) Thc shar-p pH fluctuations within a period ola single day are readily unclcr.stancla-
ble, however, in view of the extremely low buffering capacity of the water caused by the
existing earth alkali and blcarbonate concentrations. In order to portray the buffering ca-
pacity yet again, the concentrations of calcium, magnesium, and bicalbollate have bcen
cornpiled in table l4 for the three days in question. The equivalent concerltrations, as calt
be inferred from the numbers, for both earth alkalies and bicarbor.rate ions, were about
0.1 mval/l.
Table l4 : Concentrations of Can*, Mg**, and HCOI in mg/l in Lago do Castanho







































Like the lakes investigated by BRAUN (1952) in the Tertiary olthe lower Anrazon re-
gion, Lago do Castanho also generally contained a relatively hrgh concentration of lrec car
bon rlioxide (see table 15). The cause for this nray be the very rapid deconrpositiorl of'or'-
ganic ntaterial at high tenlperatures. The markedly low oxygetr concentratiorts ttsuallv ob-
scrvcd, and, as shall be further described, the high valtres fbr KMnOa consutnptiort (r'Ol))
provide further support lor this explanation. ln contrast to IIRALJN, who during ltis irtvc-
stigations never found a lake in which free carbon dioxide was lacking near the w¿ìtcr'\ sur.
face, an occasional absence ol free carbon dioxide was detcnnirted in Lago clo ('astattho.
as was already seen to some extent frorn pll conditions alrcady cliscussecl. Mor.eover.. in
contrast again to the lindings ol IIRAUN, a clear relationship betwcen the pll stratil'ica-
tion and the carbon dioxide distribution in Lago do ('astanho u^oL¡lci olten bc clcterrtlincd.
as the exatnples given in ligure l5 will show. At the sanle ttnrc, howcvcr. it ntust trc ltorttc
in minci that on the basis ol the low buflering conditions. even lbr a bocly ol'wate r likc
Lago do Castanho, a ntathentatical dctermination ol thcsc inte llclatiortsltil.rs c¡1çs¡¡vl1srt
certain difficulties. The lower the bicarbonate conccntrations bcconlc, tlic nrt>rc strongly
relatively small measurerììent errors, in plland alkalinity dctcrrttirtatiorts. I'ttL cxartrplc. al--
lect the computation of lree carbon dioxide according to thc krtowrt et¡uilittriunr forttrula
(conrpare SCIIMIDT l9(r8). For tliis Icason, within the l-ranlcwork of tltc ltrcscnt stucly
the free carbon dioxide was always determinccl by titrating dircctly oll tl¡c lake.
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Clear correlations between the conter.rt of free carbon dìoxide in the surface water rÌlea
sured at 06 00 hours ancl tl-re seasonal data, that for the water level conditions in particu-
lar, were not found in this study. The values remained rnore or less in the sanre order of'































Fig. l5 : Concentrations of free carbon dioxide and pFl.lneasured at 0(100 Ilours
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Table l9a: Lago do Castanho 1968




























































Table l9b: Lago do Castanho 1969










































































2.41 2.53 2.90 t.t]




Table 20: Lago do Castanho 1969
mg suspended iron (Ferur'.)/l
















































































Table 2l: Lago dq Castanho 1969





















































































suspended, however, the portion ol strspended iron clearly exceetjed that of the dissolved
iron(see tables 20 and ll). On the whole. flucruations bétrveen 0.07 nrg/l tf : Viii.ãôl -nd 3.21. mgll (2,.IY .69) were obscrved tbr dissolved iron. So. even here"stròng diffe¡eíces
were to be noted. .
Since separation of the bivalent artd trivulent fbrnrs rv¡s not tèasible in the determina-
tion of dissolved iron, definite statenre'rìts as to'tlìe propórtional relationships of the res-
pective oxidation states of iroll are rìot possiblei Howevei. a few conclusions nray be drawn
with certainty concertring the oxidatíve-conditions in the' water. Above all. tl.re sônretimes
very conspicuous increases itt the corte entrations of dissolved iron in the anaerobic zone
suggest an accutrlulation of bivaleltt iron. The sirnultaneoûs increase in free phosphate in
this zone points,_moreover, to the existence of dissolved iron (ll)-phosphate'. ln hg"i. iZ
an examplg for this is.giv.en. Another portiorr_of tire dissolved ìron nray probably õccuiat
these depths as iron (ll)-bicarbonate. In the diagrarn the curve for the-dissolvediron in the
18r
hydrogen sulfide zone has a distinct bend downward, which allows us to conclude that
part ofthe iron has precipitated as FeS. The question ofwhether black iron sulfide occurs
in the sediments of Lago do Castanho at this time of year could not be tested, however.
When this question is tested out, it must, of course, be taken into consideration that the
redox potential above and in the mud itself is related to the water level conditions and,
thus, to the oxygen conditions in the region of the lake bottom. FeS is formed, therefore,
during the high-water_layers and as a result of the disappearance of oxygen at a simulta-
neous and correspondin_g low redox potential (< 0.1 \l)t One must ¡eckãn with the fact,
however, that the FeS disappears again when oxygen ré-ænters this zone and the redox po-
tential rises. In the sediment itself, of course, the reducing conditions can persist in cer-'
tain cases even at low-water, depending on the feasibility of oxygen's enteiing the sediment.
JI-INK (1970) discovered strong sapropel activated sludfe formãt--ion with blaõk FeS in the
small viirzea lak-e Lago Xiborena, which lies in the immediate vicinity of Manaus. He was
able to detect, furthermore, that the suspended iron in the white-water occurred at least





4.0 mg Fe/ I




























Fig. l7 : The vertical dist¡ibution of free phosphate and dissolved iron in Lago
do Castanho on 14.5.69 (samples taken at 1300 hours).
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7.8. Nitrogen compounds
Within the scope-of the investigation were included the following nitrogen fractions :
nitrite, nitrate, Kjèldatrl-nitrogen, and total-nitrogen. The results showed that the nitrite
and nitrate in Lalo do Castanho always constituted a negligibly small fraction of the mea-
surable total-nitrógen in the water. Nitrate was present in the lake most of the time in con-
centrations of less-ihan 20pg N-NOã/I or even lêss than 10pg N-NOã/1, respectively. That
means that these substances were often present in even smaller quantities than free phos-
phate. In several instances no nitrite or nitrate at all could be detected. No clear connec-
iion between seasonal conditions and the concentrations determined for either nitrite or
nitrate could be found. The only defìnite seasonal pattern that could be said to exist was
observed in nitrite;it was detected very rnuch less often during periods of extreme low
water than during the remainder of the year (see rable 22).
Interesting differences in the vertical distribution of nitrite and nitrate within relative-
ly short time intervals were noted. A few examples of this can be seen in the next diagram
(fìg. 18). As will also be apparent from the examples given, nitrite showed gener4ly a ten-_
deñcy toward a slight increase in concentration corresponding to an increase_in depth, with
miniinum concentiations near the water's surface. Nitrate, on the other hand, had slightly
increased concentrations quite often in the uppermost water layers. This could possibly in-
dicate a certain input of nitrogen by means of rain water, which, considering the low con-
centrations in whiðh nitrate occurs in the lake, would be quite perceptible. Becently pub-
lished investigations by UNGEMACH (ANON. 1912b) show that the'N-NO3 concentrations
in the rain water at Manaus and at a forest reserve located approximately 25 km east of the
city are much higher than the concentrations of N-NO3 in the water of Lago do Castanho.
Poósible restrictión of the biological activity near the water's surface by ultra-violet rays,
which in this region could cause, for example, a restriction of NOI assimilation by_algae as
well as a hinderlng of the denitrifìcation process, should perhaps also be considered.
In several vertical profiles a conspicuous concentration of nitrate in the border region
between the aerobic and anaerobic zones and then an immediate and sudden subsequent
reduction of nitrate right down to almost zero was ascertained. This distribution pattern,
which suggests intensive nitrification and denitrifìcation processesin spatially m^ore or less
sharply limited zones, corresponds exactly to the same picture which^is known for eutro-
phiilákes in the temperate lãtitudes during summ€r stagnation (see, forexample, RUTT-Ñnn teOZ¡. The lowconcentrations of nitrite and nitrate in the euphotic zones are of ,
course attributable to their being utilized by phytoplankton. Associated with the decrease
in nitrate concentrations,-an inciease in the concentrations of nitrite and ammonia in the
deeper zones is to be expécted. This phenomenon was observed directly in the case of ni-
tritô, but unfortunatelyio determinãtions for ammonia could be carried out. Additional-
ly niirate ions in association with strong decomposition processes become a factor in the
development of the nitrate maximum just above the anaerobic zone.
The relatively c-lose proximity of the various activity centers. can be accounted for by
the high reaction rate oT the individual processes, which, according to the rule of van t?
Hoff, ãre approximately 4-8 times faster in this temperature regime than in the waters
of northerñ ìri¿¿te Euiope. The sort of sharply developed nitrate and nitrite maxima
which are encountered directly in lakes of that region and in othe¡s of the temperate lati
tudes (for example, OHLE 1964, OVERBECK 1967) could not be observed, however, in
I:go do Castanho.
As has become clear both from the preceding discussion and from investigations of the
vertical distribution of bacteria and algãe in Lago do Castanho (SCHMIDT 1969), produc-
tion and decomposition layers in this body of water lie in much closer proximity and are
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applies this conversion factor to the data for Lago do Castanho and considers the aliquot
amounts"of_oxygen and carbon, they, thus, yield concentrations of between l0 and i5 ms
organically bound carbon per liter. Since thè oxidation by KMnoa is exclusively ¿| ;;p;;imation method and because of its to some extent uutyitrg effectiveness, it affóràs uiiro
3þ¡9lgte¡-ic!ure_of the quantities of.organic substances'(s.ã gutcHtNsoN l9¡7, RúiiNER 1962, HöLL 1968, and others). The above-mentioied figures can, therãfor.:;;;";
only as rough estimates.
In a series of measurementsan-attempt was made to-gain some insight as to the signifi-
cance of the humic substances in Lago do Castanho and-their contribution to the relãtive-ly high KMnOa -consumption of this wate¡ by using the platinurn-s€lai test. The ¡esults
obtained-for Lagg 
-do Castanho are compared with-those of several other Amazonian wa-ters in table 24. Of these, Lago Moratú ãnd Lago do Calado arc várzealakes with ..decan-
ted" white-water, iust as Lago do Castanho. Riã Branco and Rio Solimões are, as is wóti-
known, white-water rivers; the Rio Negro is the classic black-water river, and íh. Rio Tu-
pajós is a typical representative of the Amazonian clear-water rivers (see SIOLI 1967b).
The latter also exhibits the lowest values for the Platinum-color test. The data for Lago do
Castanho likewise are vety low and indicate that in this lake humic mate¡ial has onþ"- --
slight significance with respect to the 
_occurrence of relatively high KMnOa-consu*þtion,
at least on those days on which both factors are delermined simúltaneouslv. In this'wav
the white-water of the vá¡zea lakes of the type represented by Lago do caítanho ãrri#g]g4y from black-water, in which_ I y:.v_ !i4 ]rumic contenf is liãked to tfr.i. 
"ery 
frigtt
KMnOa-consumption (see SIOLI 1955, BRÃUN 1952).
Table 24: Color of some Amazonian waters in mg pt/l
Depth Lago do Castanho L. Calado
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Prirnary production by phytoplankton and by the floating meadows in the littoral re-
gion must be considered as principal sources for organic nraterial in Lago do Castanho. As
lras been already Inentioned and has been studied by JUNK (1970) in detail, the floating
meadows die out extensively at tinles ol subsiding water. The great quantities of organiC
detritus which result front this are certainly of special significance for the body of water.
Even during the growing phase, however, the floating meadows probably always supply
more or less great quantities of dissolved organic nrate¡ial and detritus to the water, which
is supplementary to that being added as a result of phytoplankton production. Another
portion of the. organic material in the lake is with certainiy of allochthonous origin and
derives lrom the terrestrial surroundings and/or from the Igapó region. In order Io clarify
the significance ol the individual sources of organic substances, however, extensive re-
search would be necessary, which would doubtiess be of general interest.
. 
TI're rel¿rtionships between the dissolved and colloidal organic substances and the mine-
ral suspended soljds of the inflowing white-water present yðt another important problem.
Sjnce the t¡ineral suspended solids of the Amazon water ðonsist to a large extenf of tiny
clay particles which contain relatively large quantities of iron as well (GíBBS 1961, ní-
nlerous adsorption possibilities are conceivable, which in certain casesare signifìcaát for
the material cycles of these waters. This is also held true, moreover, for inor-ganic materi
al dissolved in the water ol tlie lake. A decrease in the general nut¡itive contõnt of a lake
through adsolption of inorganic particles and subsequent precipitation is already known
for waters of other regions (for exan.rple, OHLE 1962). Ifìuch processes should also oc-
cur iu Lago do Castanl"ro, one would on the other hand then have to of course take into
accoun^t a regeneration of ir.rorgar.ric mate,rial into the open water body 
- 
at least in parti-
culate forur dr.rring the resuspension of the uppermoit sediment layers. Insofa. asihit
applies to o^rganic material, however, thevery riõdest increase in KMnOa-consumption at
this time of the year points to at best little quantitative signifìcance for ihese sorti of pro-
CC SSCS.
8. DISCUSSION
On the basis of all the results ol the investigation t'ù/o important phenomena can be
Ineutiotled as prirnary linrnological characterrstics of Lago dò Castanho. On the one ha¡d
protlottnced fllrctuations controlled bv seasonal conditions can be observed and on the
otltet. various lactors operati!ìg dl narirically within brief time intervals, usually in the spa-
ce ol a day. without any direct seasonally-conditioned tendencies.
The seasoual variations are tliose which perhaps are lllo-st striking. because to this group
belongs, of course. the particularl)' conspicuous rhythm of the fluciuations in water Ìevel'
with all of its associated conrplex phenonrena. In this counection. the nleasure of tlie an-
nttal Ininimutìl water level is especially inrportant. fo¡ it detennines to what extent the wa-
ter leve.l in the.lake !rops. i.e. to what extent the lake is emptied of its present water sup-ply.and, thus. later filled again rvith fresh river water. The eitreme annúal drop in the wa-
ter level of the lake ltas. as could be perceived from the preceding discussions.ì decisive
eflect on the physical-chenrical conditions in the lake arid also hãs numerous biological
collsequelìces. The ttnusual chenlical conditions in the water during the second hallof
.1968, cornpared to tlte conditiorts during "nornlal" low-waterlevels. pointed up especial-ly^the significance of the rvater leve'l regirne. The nrost inrportant biològical cottr.qù.t.tcet
of the extensive drying up of the lake in nornral 1,ears inciude above alfthe dylng ôff of
the floating nteadows and the nrigrations of nunrerous fish species.
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Distinct seasonal variations are exhibited, as mentioned, primarily by the total salt con-
tent,.with it1.mo¡t important constituents, and by the generã stratiîic;tion and oxygen
conditions. The fundamental aspects of the ordei of mãgnitude and pattern of thesäïuc-
tuations could be grasped by means of the monthly inveìtigations.
Tþe dynamic changes over short time intervals to depths of about 5 m were especially
notable in certain of the investigated parameters, prima?ily the temperature and p'U .o"äitions, the distribution of ca¡bon dioxide, nitrite, nit¡ate, phosphate', and the ru¡ilt.r-* --pects of the stratification and oxygen conditioní. Seve¡af inveötlgátion series of consecu-
tive measurements made at close'iñte¡yalioltime produced the iiist information as to itre
nature, of these phenomena. As a result of the hìgh'temperatures it isìo be r-p.rtrã tfràï-
many biogenic processes in the metabolism of th; lake þoint to u ur.y aynumi"ritr.tiåî.
- 
If onervants.to explore the^question of to what extent the limnological conditions inLago do Castanho are typical for the várzea lakes, one must bea¡ in 
-iá¿ trruf .ã-p.ii-'sons of the sp-ecifics are only possible then when ânalogous waterlevei and watersh'elcon-ditions exist. Lakes which are connected-year-round ríth th. rnain triùutary, as Lago doCastanho is, and whose basins are annually freshJy filled and ttren piactic¡lv comoietelv
emptied again. should be.expecled to be quire diõsimilar, lot exumþtã i"-tfrÉii.näüi.J'
action, to other várzea lakes, whose wateimasses a¡e from time toìime isolated anJ,
therefo.re, never empty and which can thus accumulate various 
-át.ìi¿r in ttrem. llffe-rences in the chemical action of the water are also a result of the location and the envi-
rons. Várzea lakes which are enc.ircled by recent alluvial várzea soll i.celue drainage 1,gut.r,
of somewhat differing composition than those which border on the cãnsid.;;îiy åid;;;;;:
:îjTT:: 11:.r.1 91111e.. aieas in rhe catchmenr.region ora warer body are arreäoy crea- 'red oÏ lorests' the ditlerences in the supply of allochthonous organic material havã to be
considered in addition. The size oî the vàizeaiakes also plays a iotr, ói course, sìnce the
relative influence of the environs agd other facto¡s are tied closeþ to it
ln the vâtzea lake Lago Calado which lies about 80 km southwest of Manaus on theleft side of the Rio Solimões (Amazon River) and which connected directly to the river
all year around, JUNK (1970) also observed distinctly greater et.cirlcal.oí¿r.ti"itv 
"å"lues at rising water than at preceding low-water leveli. in contrast, the same author found
a pronounced maximum in the salt content during the low-water phase in the ve.y smáii-
and to some extent isolated Lago Xibo¡ena. It sufported at that t'ime an electricaj conduc-tivity of over 300 I¡Sz o/cm. Values of that magnitude are far above those which wereknown even for the main.river. itself up to rheñ(see sCHMIiIT 1912;j-. JUNK attributedthis ext¡eme increase in the salt content to remiieralization ol óigunió n ut.rials. lãgo -
fP::ll,F:j,l:1y gro*th. of floating^meadows and receives inäddition u.ry iurgíquun-lltles oI allochthonous organic material from its environs in proportion to its ówn ioltime.
In that the lake is not connected to the river any more at faliing water levels, the remine-
raltzatton products from these organic materials can then concãntrate in the remaining wa-
ter mass and, so, the increase in elect¡ical conductivity.
, ,In Lago dos Passarinhos, one of the other várzea lakes in the vicinity of Manaus, which
although similar to Lago Xborena in that it is from time to time without connection to
the ¡iver, is c-onsiderably bigger than the latter and produced fluctuations in the conducti
vity of onry 25.3-42.7 ¡ts26lcm from November]967 to september 196g, according to
the investigation by JUNK. At low-water (November) the values were in thé vicinii/Ëf -
35 pSz 6/cm. It is to be assumed, however, that in_Lígo dos Passarinhor th. .ón-r-iaJruUty
smaller addition of allochthonous organic material is õertainly due not only to tfr. iãiaiíu.-ly smaller amount of shore area in comparison to Lago Xiboiena, but also io the fact that
broad sections of its shore region are.grassy plains. ddeflnite anáual cycle of the electri-
cal conductivity in Lago dos Passarinhos côuld moreover not be discerired in JLINit ¿utu.
The data fTom MARLIER (1967), who investigated the srnall várzea lake Lago Redon-
do, which also lies in the vicinity of Manaus and which is also periodically isolated lronr
tlie river, likewise does not indicate any sort of definite annual conductivity cycle. To be
sure, the values givetr show a decrease in the readings from August 1963 to May 1964, but
tlicse variatiorls were in no way connected to any other factors that did show seasonal
fli¡ctuations. Just as JUNK's data for'Lago dos Passalinhos, MARLIER's experirnental da-
ta lor Lago Redondo are still too lirnited to allow one to draw any general conclusions
llt-ln it.
This is true also for MARLIER's data for tl.re oxygen, pH, and alkalinity valtres of Lago
Rcdondo. The values 1ie in the same range of rnagnitude as those wh.icl'r were encountered
in Lago do Castanho, but otherwise reveal no luLther possibilities lor contpaltson. Since
this lake evidently had a maximum depth olonly 3 nr, stratilicatiort was vcrr seklotn ob-
served in it. Nevertheless, MARLIER did ascertain ùn one occrrsion iì e oniplcte absence of'
oxygcn at 3 nt, i.e. right above tl'rc lake bottonr. The oxygen saturations nleasurecl in Lago
Redondo by MARLIER were always relatively low and trever reachec.l 100 17. Unlìr'tulìâte-
ly. lie never indicated the tin7e of day the measurernents were ntacle.
In 1960 GESSNER reported on several investigations conducted on Lago Janauacá.
Frortr itis dcscliption gf the locale, however, it can't be learned exactly whcrc his sampling
stations were locatefi It is surrnised that he meallt by Lago Janauacá the entlre grcrLtp of
lakes. Since Lago dó Casta¡rho also belongs to this group of lakes, nlore detarlcd conipari-
sons would have been very interestirrg. The supposition by GESSNER that the nrixing of
black"and wltite-water was the cause olthe differences observed in electrical conduciivt-
ty betwccn the Solirnões water and the water of Lago Janauacá can't. of coLrrsc. bc ignor-
ecl When considering the black-water tributalies lront the terra lirrlle. (ìESSNi-lì attribu-
ted the lower conductivity in such várzea lakes, howevcr'. exclusivcly to tlir' rttixiitg ol li-
ver watcr and black-water. Quite apart froni the fact that not all drairtlge 
"r'utcl lì'onr thetcrra f-int'rc. everr in central Amazouia. can bc designated as Llack-rvater (sec SIOLI I9b7.
ItXr8: I-ITTKAU 197 I;SCHN!IDT I97lb), tlic investigations on [-aqo do ( astrrìlìr) tlcnton-
stratccl that the decline of electrical r-onductivity duLing the tirnc tirr' river wrtcr lcnlainecl
in the lake basiu can also be causcd crclusively by rain falling dircctlv on tlìe l¿rkc's surlìce
ancl on the intmediately adjacent shore Legion. without the irtfluctice of regtrlal streanls
flowing into it.
ln older to determine to what extent tlle area of a lake's surf'acc inclcpendcnl of its
clepth afl'ects the oxygen and stratification conditions, i.e. how tllcse contlitiorrs var¡' irr
l:rkcs ol approxirnately ec¡ual depth. bLrt of'varying sulface area. rurcl to tvlral ù\te ut [.agù
do Castanho get.rerally corììparcs to other lakes of the ar.ca irr this Lcspect. several rìleasure-
r.¡rentswere ntade in other lakes in April ol 1970. In so cloing. precaLltiorìs werL'takr'rì to
r'irsr¡t'that tlrr- itrvcstigatit)rrs wt-re Iirlilrrutt'us possiblc in tinr.- ¡ttcl als,r tltril trtllttlvi:t'
icasonirbly contparable conditíons prevailccl. cspecially irt rcgarcl to tlic geiie lal u't'utltc't
eollrlìtions and thc tintc ol- da¡' thc. rììciìsurclììcrtts wcrt' rliadc. Irr tablc l5 sotttc ilatrt ltrtvt
becn corrrpilccl to characte rize thc indiviLlual lakes. The siz-c ot'the lakes is Lr'latcd to tÌre
tilnc of yeal the santplcs were takcn. whicli liere was during l high-watcL pltrse:tlre si;:'l
ol'thc lakcs could only be roughly cstinlated, since no suitable nraps existcd. Tlic-sc clata
sliould, therelore, nterely lacilitate a general idea ol the sizc ol tlie inclivrtltral lakes. Thc
clata ftir tlie depths are those lor tl're Lespective sarnpling stations. It was attcnrptcd as lar
as possible to santple at the point ofgreatest clepth in each lake. As onc c¡rt furthcr see
tì.r¡nl tlle table, all lakcs cxcept Lago Manacapur'ú are várzea lakes, artd all arc connected
'witrì tlìe river year-round. In acldition, the anrount ol.exposure to tlle wind the lakes had
rlrrc to their locations nattrrally strongly aflected the structtrlal layering of their water rìtas-
ses. l.iven in tliis respcct the six l¡kes show no fìrndanrental dilfirences, thoLrgh Lago do
Castanho and Lago Calaclo were sontewl.tat nlorc protected fronr the wind than the otlters.
lc)l
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T'he resuh.s for oxygen, pH, and temperature measurements are given in the followirg
fìaure (fìgure 19). As one can perceive, at the time of the investigation all three parame-
ters in each lake weré clearly stratified. However, differences in the stratification profiles
were present, which can be attributed to the specifìc conditions in each lake. In the hours
prior to the measurements on Lago Manacapurri and Lago do Castanho, very calrrr weather
prevailed with an estimated wind velocity of about I on the Beaufort scale. These condi-
tions produced most notably a sharp temperature increase near the water's surface. In con-
trast, a heavy rain shower of about 30 minutes duration accor-npanied bv gusts of wind
preceded the measurements on Lago Jutai. Prior to the investigations on the remainirtg la-
kes, tlre weather was calm with wind velocities aî l-2 on the Beaufort scale and partially
clouded skies. U¡rusual weather conditions did not appear in the days before the measure-
ments on any of the six lakes, according to information provided by the neighbouring set-
tlers. The weather picture was normal, as the general conditions were appropriate for this
season of the year, which happened to be the rainy season. These statements seent impor-
tant in order to be able to clarify the stratification patterns encountered.
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Fig. l9 : TenrperatuLe-, pH-. and oxygen-stratilication in six dillerent lakes of Cetitral
Amazotria in April of 1970, that is, during the earl¡, palt of'the high-water
phase.
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As the diagram further illustrates, there is a defìnite relationship betr,veen the oxygen
clistribution and the surface area of the individual lakes. While oxygen could be found all
the way to,the lake bcttom in the three larger lakes, independent of ttreir other proper-
ties, none eouid be found at tlie bottt¡m in the three smaller lakes. The oxygen situation
in Lago Calado was particularly unfavorable, but also in l-ago do Castanho hydrogen sul-
fìde was aheady present in the deep zones. Although nn oxygen was plesent above the la-
ke bottom in Lago Jutai etther, no hydrogen sulfide could Lie defirritely determined to be
present at the time of sampling.
^ 
These com-parative measurements showed that in the larger lakos. at ieast at the time
of sampling, full circulation must have occurred ju.st often ãnough, óo that in deeper re-
gions the rate of oxygen supply was greater than the consumptiõn of oxygen. on ttie
whole, Lago Manacapurú ilrather unsuitecl for further compärisori, howêver, since it is
notavârzealake, as has been said, but contains black-water'. In the five remainingvirzea
lakes it can be concluded with some certainty that the orders of magnitude of priirary
production_of the phytoplankton were eomparable. Bec¿use of the lelatively niodest ihoregpw.th in the two bigger vârzea lakes, Lago Cabaliana and Lago Grande, the portion of
allochthonous organic material from the environs and, thus, also the oxygen ðonsumptiol
wer-e probably less than in the three smaller várzea lakes. This, as weii aé ihe alnount"of
surface area exposure to wind action could also contribute to a certain extent to a more
favorable oxygen situation in these tr¡¡o lakcs.
lt seems clear that in the larger várzea lakes of centi'al Amazonía the oxygen distribu-
tion may be generally tnore favorable than in the smaller lakes and that it seems to be hea-
vily dependent on the size of'the 1ake. T'his may be explained, as mentic.ined ,bv a greater
potential for exposure to and mixing action by wind and the relatively smaller quantity of
allochthotrous organie material and, hence, the somewhat lower oxygen consurnption.-
. 
.Altogether,.the results of these comparative measurement, ,ho*1¿ that t,ago do Castan-hc is.apparently a completely_ typical rãpresentative of the várzea lakes in this-region, butthat in comparing the lakes, the speoifitt-eature of each lake, e.g. surface area, wind expo-
sure, etc., must be taken into consideration
Even though the lakes in the entire várzea region of the Amazon may be similar in ma-
ny of their properties, one should not overiook the fact that certain regional diffelences
att{butable to the properties and behavior of the river itself a¡e to be expected. The salt
conùnt of the Amazon River, for example, shows a definite decrease, iniofar as studies
have revealed to this time, between its.upper cou¡se and its estuary from about 12,0 ¡tS2()
/cm to about 30 ¡tS2slcm (see GIBBS 1967, SCHMIDT 1972a). That rneans, naturallyj"
that the wa.ter flowing into the lakes at a time of rising water level in the river exhibits
certain regional differences in its composition. Furthermore, one must reckon with the
fact that several chemical components, which are presellt in such smaii concentrations
that an addition of them by rain may be very important (as for example NO2 and NO3
in Lago do Castanho), show regional differences which co¡respond to the locai precipiia-
tion conditions.
Another factor which should be considered as contributing to the differences in lirnno-
logical conditions in the várzea lakes of the various reaches of the river are the regional dif-
ferences in the mean amplitudes of the river's water level. At Manaus the mean amplitude
is, as mentioned, normally atrout I I m. At Santarém on the lower Amazc¡n the meãn diffe-
rence is only about 6 m and near the area of the delta, only 1.0-1.5 m (I-E CoIhiTE 1945)
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During the time of low-water in the river, however, the várzea lakes of the lower Amazon
region also dry up almost completely, hence, even in them 
" water level ol at most only I
-2 m remains (SIOLI 1968b). On the other hand, their maxrmum water levels are, corres-
ponding to the changes in w¿ter level of the river, considerably less than in those várzea
lakes of central Amazonia wl'rich are directly connected with the river. In view of these wa-
ter level conditions, one can, therefore, assurne that in thevárzealakes of the lower Arna-
zon region, as long as tlte ratio between the surface area and tl're lake's depth doesn't reach
the critical value. a longer stagnation of the deeper water layers will not take place, as is
the case in Lago do Castanho, lor example. Hence, the more shallow the vfu¿éa lakes be-
come, the more unstable are the general stratification conditions, and the better is the sup-
ply of oxygen up to ihe surlace olthe lake bottonr. Since the trade winds also blow tnorê
strongly and more regularly as one approaches the Atlantic. they can expedite more readi-
ly a conrplete n'rixrng ol the water invárzea lakes of the low Alnazort regions. For this rea-
sot.t, therefore, the oxygen conditions ol tl're várzea lakes on the lower còurse of the Ama-
zon River t.uttst be definitelv rtiore favorable than in those lakes ol central Antazonia. Lolt-
ger lasting periods ol stagnation, with whicl'r are associated an absence of oxygen and a
formation ol hydrogen sulliCe . can thus be expected to occur there at nrost iri very small
lakes or in snlall. isolated sections ol the larger lakes or in sections of'those lakes which
are protected fronl the wind.
These statenlents alscl cìe scribe to souìe extent those standlrìg waters of lower Arnazo-
nia that do not belong to the group of lakes knorvr.r as the várzea lakes. such as, for exanr-
ple. the lakes rnvestigated by IIRAUN (1951)whjch are locatcd nrainly in tlie Tertiary
zone. In general they exhibit fluctuations irr water level sinrilar to those ol-vârzea lakes of
tl'rat region. since they ustrally are also directly connected to the rivers. BRAUN was in
lact able to ascertain generally clear oxygen decreases witll incrcasing depths. but only in
one instancc could he lind a conrplcte absence ol oxygen above the lake bottonl.
Apart from the shallowness olthe lakes investigated by BRAUN. as conrpared to the
depths ol the central Anlazonian várzea lakes. the rnore favorable oxygen conditions can
also be explained. accolcling to BRAUN's data. by the low rate oloxygen ùonsurìlption
thet results lronr a meager production olindigenous organic nraterial. In addrtion. better
lighr condrtions in these lakes enable tl.re relatively snrall nurnbers ol phytoplarìktorì to
produce oxygerl right down into the lower clepths. so that even with tenlporary stagrration
arì oxygen supply is available tl'rroug.hout a relatively large portion ol the total water mass.
Conditior.rs such as tliese which clearly dillerentiate IIRAUN's lakes lrorlr tlie lakes of
the várzea could be observed, however, even in the region ol Manaus. although standing
water" ^ontaining clear-water very seldonr exist there. Near the bank ol the Rio Negro op-
posite tr,.n Manaus, about 20 krn distant lrorl the city. there is a snrall forest lake with
unusualiy clear water for this area. Unlortunately, the name olthid'lake could not be lear-
ned despite all efforts to this effect, as its shores are uninhabited, so it will here be called
simply Lago Cristalino. Lago C¡istalino is located in a valley flanking the Rio Negro and is
separated from the river by means of a wide barrier olsand and loarn; it is flooded by the
river only for short durations at times of very high water level in the river. Except lor the
side adjacent to the Rio Negro, the banks are formed ol relatively steeply rising terra lirme
and are overgrown by a high tropical forest; on the whole, the lake is protected from the
wind extremely well. The depth ol visibility on the day ol the investigation was 3.9 rl, and
the color of the water was pale green without any noticeable turbidity. As table 26 shows,
the water in this lake was in fact definitely stratified, but still contained an ample suppiy
of oxygen throughout the water mass. Above the lake bottom in Lago Cristalino at a depth
of 6 m, a depth at which in Lago do Castanho srnall traces, or more usually, no oxygen at

















Even in this lake the very favorable oxygen conditions, as compared to conditions exi-
sting in_a similar vârzea lake,_can only be explained, as was the case for the lakes investiga-
ted by BRALIN, by the v-ery low production of indigenous organic material and by the r-e-
latively small addition of allochthonous organic substances. This was all the more'astoun-
ding for Lago Cristalino, since its banks are surrounded by a dense belt of The Araceae Mon-
trichardìa arborescens.It may be, that this belt functions as a filter for the organic mate¡ial rin-
sed into the lake from its surroundings. The smali indigenous production of organic material
will, hence, be more easily understood, if one considers the low electrical conductivity va-
lues. They corresponded almost exactly to the conductivity values for rain water in this
region (e.g. raitt water over L.ago do Castanho, measur^ed on2O.Xll.67: electrical conduc-
tivity = +55 S26/crn; pH=4.4l;temperature= 23.4oC;and compare ANON. 1972b).
T'he comparison of ttre data for Lago Cristalino with that gained for Lago do Castanho
or with that reported by MARLIER (1969) for Lago Redondo and by JUNK (1970) ior
Lago Calado and Lago Xiborena, points once more very clearly to the very dynamic situa,
tion in the várzea-lakes which is accelerated by the water of the Amazon, or Solimões, res-
pectively.
As in the other tropical waters investigated up to this time, seasonal differences in the
várzea lakes of the Amazon region are also occasioned primarily not by temperature chan-
ges, but by seasonal fluctuations in the precipitation and in part by the wind conditions
(see RUTTNER 1931, FIUTCHINSON 1957, BEAUCHAMP 1964, TALLING 1966, MOR-
GAN & KALK 1970, and others). The precipitation conditions affect the vârzea lakes di-
rectly through rain falling on the water and indirectly through the fluctuations in water le-
vel, and, thereby, bv the precipitation regime that prevails throughout the upper catchment
area of the Amazon. Also in the lakes investigated by BRATIN (1952) in the lower Amazon
Tertiary region, the seasonal differences are occasioned by the direct and indirect influx of
precipitation. In contrast l"o the várzea iakes, the most significant additions of nutrients to
these lakes during the course of the year came not from the invading water of the Rio Ta-
pajôs, which is extremely low in salt content, but from retnineralization products washed
f¡om the immediately surrounding terrestrial catchment area at the beginning of the rainy
season. This effect, which BRALJN called the "shore factor" ("Uferfaktor") is superceded
in significance for the várzea lakes by the influx of the relative salt-rich Amazon water.
A further characteristic colnÍìon to many tropical lakes, especially those deeper ones,
seems to be their clearly more unfavo¡able oxygen conditions, as opposed to lakes in the
temperate latitudes. This is above all attributable to the low solubility of oxygen at high-
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er temperatures, accelerated oxygen consumption processes, and, in association with the
rapiditv ol oxygen consumption, the infrequency with which full circuiation occurs (see
RUTTNER 1931, GANAPATI 1960, BEADLE 1966, TALLING 1957, t969;et a1.). Some-
what surprisingly, however, it was found that this led to an absence ol oxyÊen for ionger
periods of time in the deeper layers of these stiil reiatively shallow lakes in central Amazo-
nla.
The data acquired lor Lago do Castanho with regard to the verticai distribution ofal-
gae and bacteria(SCIIMIDT 1969), the stratification and oxygen conditions, the changes
in concentrations of free carbon dioxide, nitrite, nitrate, and other factors, point to a close
proximity of tl-re production and decomposition layers. ln comparison to standing waters
of somewhat similar size and type in the temperate zones, these processes seem on the
whole to be shilted closer toward the water's surface,ir.r fhevârzea lakes. The relative thin-
ness of the euphotic zone, even at tlie time when it had attained its maximurn volume in
Lago do Castanho, and the hlgh water temperatures are primarily responsible for this phe-
nonlenon. Phytoplankton itself and its primary production in Lago do Castanhr¡ shall be
discussed in detail elsewhere.
As our exarnple, Lago do Castanho, showed, the oxygen conditions in particular nrust
be'considered in any future intensive use ofthe várzea lakcs. such as by a possible lish nra-
rìâgerllent prograni. A damming up to corlserve the maxinruu.ì water level of several lakes
ir\ ccntral Anrazonia. for instancc, could have verv disastrotts coltsequellces. w'hilc it is
qLrite probable that in |hevárzea of the lower Arrazon region conditions would lend theln.
selves nluch nlore to this sort ol action, without the dire results. On the other hand. a par-
tial clanrríriig up to rìlaintain a rnininrunì water level of about 5 lll -- as the crrtical heiglt
in regaid to Íhe nrrxing and oxygen conditions would have some positive effects in ap-
propriate várzea lakes of central Atnazonia:
I . Prcvcntron ol lish enrigrations front the lake during the low-water season.
l. Maintaining ol larger lake areas lor prirrary production and production of food or-
ganlsrls of lishes during low-water season.
3. Influx of lertilizing river water into tl.re lake basin at water levels higher than tl're dant
would be possible furtheron.
9. SUMMARY
The limnological conditions in Lago do Castanho, a middle-sized várzea lake of central
Amazonia, are determined largely by the Rio Solimões (Amazon River). The lake is con-
nected to the river by means of a canal throughout the entire year, so that the river's fluc-
tuations in water levei always affect the lake directly. These changes in the water level,
which amount to an amplitude of about l0 m annually on the average in that region. indi-
cate that the lake basin is fil1ed each year with river water and then almost entirely en.rp-
tied again. This, thus, causes sharp seasonal va¡iations in the chemical-physical and biolo-
gical conditions of the water.
Other factors which exhibit clear seasonal fluctuations in the lake are lirst and lore-
most the general stratification and oxygen conditions and the total salt corìterìt. including




























The height of the water level proved to be especially important for the stratification
and circulation conditions in the lake in view of the considerable density differences of
the water from temperature unit to temperature unit at the high temperatures which pre-
vailed. It was determined that circulation brought about by normal nightly cooling 
- 
sea-
sonal temperature differences practically don't occur at all 
- 
can penetrate only up to cer-
tain depths in the water mass. The critical depth, or boundary, is usually about 5 m in La-
go do Castanho.
As a consequence of this situation, the lower water layers stagnate extensively as soon
as the water level has risen commensurately, so that in this region a persisting absence of
oxygen and formation of hydrogen sulfide occur. At the same time, increasing concentra-
tions of free carbon dioxide, phosphate, and dissolved iron were found in the anaerobic
deeper zone, which exists from about March to September. Within the scope of this in-
vestigation it could not be established whether in normal years fuli circulation is not actu-
ally achieved occasionally during the high-water phase. The problem is being debated, in
the process of which it has been pointed out that all investigation results suggest that such
an event supposing it occurs at all during this season of the year, at least does so very sel-
dom.
The salt content of the river water decreases gradually during the entire time the river
water remains in the lake basin. Rain falling on the lake's surface and drainage water l¡om
the immediately surrounding landscape a¡e cited as the cause for this, since no true streams
flow into Lago do Castanho,
Other factors are subject to greater fluctuations of a daily than a seasonal nature. How-
ever, only the water to a depth of about 5 m will be affected by these fluctuations. Inciu-
ded among these factors are primarily the water temperature and the stratification condi-
tions in the upper depths of the water, which are products of the existing circulation con-
ditions. The oxygen-free deeper zone which is observable at high-water is not always se-
parated clearly from the often completely mixed uppeÍ zone by strong density discontinui-
ties. A distinct arrangement of the water mass into epi-, meta-, and hypolimnion isn't found
over longer periods of time, but is usually observed only during the day. At high-water du-
ring the night, and often during the day as well, the temperature curve is not klinograde,
but usually of a heterograde stair-step nature. In contrast, at times of corresponding low
water, full circulation with homothermy occurs almost every night and also many times du-
ring the day.
Factors which are related to the process of photosynthesis likewise show greater diur-
nal than seasonal vâriation. To these belong pH, free carbon dioxide, and oxygen satura-
tion.
Fluctuations ofrelatively short duration and lacking any seasonal tendencies were ob-
$e¡ved as well in the vertical distribution ofnitrite and nitrate.
The suspended solids contained in the white-water which flows into the lake basin at
times of rising water levei arg sedimented out relatively quickly. As a consequence of this,
the transparency of the water is increased in the lake, but never reaches values which are '
much greater than about 2 m. The causes of this are assumed to be phytoplankton deve-
lopment and also organic detritus of autochthonous and allochthonous origin.
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If the maximum water depths reached in the lake during the course of the year fall be-
low about 4 m, resuspension of the upper region of the sediment begins due to wave ac-
tion. Simultaneously, the transparency is decreased very sharply, during the phase in which
lake sediment is being resuspended, a considerable increase in the concentrations of total-
iron and total-phosphorus can be obse¡ved as well. The causes and consequences of this
process are being debated.
Further into the study, the limnological conditions found in Lago do Castanho were
compared with those of other standing Amazonian waters. So far as the information avai-
lable to us at this time shows, Lago do Castanho is a typical representative of those middle
-sizedvárzea lakes in central Amazonia that are connected year-round with the main river.
In conclusion some similarities to be found in tropical lakes of dilferent regions were poin-
ted out. Finally, the practical use of várzea lakes 
- 
particularly the possibility ol damming
up such lakes 
- 
is discussed in some aspects basing on the presented limnological conditions
IO. RESUMO
As condições limnológicas no Lago do Castanho, um lago de várzea de tamanho medio
na Amazônia Central, são determinadas preponderamente peio Rio Solimões. Durante to-
do o ano o lago está em ligação com o rio através de um canal, de modo quc as variações
do nível dêste podem influenciálo plenamente. Estas modificações do nível d'água, que na-
quela região perfazem anualmente em média 1l metros, significam que o leito do lago é
preenchido cada ano com água branca e de novo totalmente esvaziado. Elas causam portan-
to grandes diferenças sazonais nas condições físico-quimicas e biológicas do corpo d'água.
Fatôres que mostram oscilações sazonais nitidas no lago são principalmente as condições
gerais de estratificação e oxigenação, e o teor salino total com os seus principais componen-
tes, além da turvação d'água e seu conteúdo em seston.
Com níveis superiores a ca. 5 m as camadas inferiores estagnam durante longo tempo.
Isto leva a condições anaeróbicas duradouras nestas zonas. Com níveis baixos porém as cir-
culações.plenas são muito frequentes.
Outros fatôres mostram oscilações diárias maiores do que anuais. Isto se refere princi-
palmente as camadas superficiais da água. A êstes fatôres pertencem principalmente a tem-
peratura e a estratificação de densidade a ela relacionada nesta zona, assim como fatôres
correlacionados â bioatividade, como pH e concentrações de CO2 e de O2.
Com nível d'água muito baixo verifica-se uma resuspensão das camadas superiores do
sedimento, o que se manifesta sob multiplos asoectos.
O Lago do Castanho é comparado com outros corpos d'água amazônicos na medida em
que isto é possivel.
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